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UNDISPUTED
QUALITY

RDX Sports® is a British Contact Sports Goods
and Apparel manufacturer that entered the
Sporting Goods industry in 1999 located in
Bury Manchester, England.
By 2004, Backed up by our “ﬁghter centric”
model that believes in “Athlete Safety over
Everything Else”. RDX expanded their UK base
of operations from a small-scale producer of
specialised sports goods to manufacturing a
wide range of contact sports equipment;
setting up warehouses in Houston Texas,
America and Bury Greater Manchester, UK with
distribution lines running into Australia,
Americas and Europe.
Today, we stand as a global sporting brand
exporting from the UK to 57 countries around
the world.

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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Athlete Safety Over
Everything Else.
We believe in

RDX is a British Combat Sports and Fitness
brand, Established in 1999 and committed to
not maximising proﬁts but our product for

Undisputed Quality.
Every resource and our endless energy is put
into research and development keeping us at
the forefront of the market. We never settle or
compromise, and our aim is to always improve,
an ethos any athlete or ﬁtness fanatic can
appreciate.
We respect the noble art's new and old, and the
craft behind them. We respect tradition while
remaining progressive, to harness our
developments and build tools that help
athletes reach their true potential.
This is why we Always Innovate and

Never Settle.

All proﬁts are invested back into Product Research
and Development, and as of 2017 to 2018 already
owning 4 RDX exclusive manufacturing facilities,
we have continued this investment process and
opened our new state of the art, 5th ﬂag ship
factory.
No expense is spared in the manufacturing
process, something evident from using RDX
equipment.
Whilst we take pride making the products as
aesthetically as desirable as possible, the real
work is hidden… if you took an RDX product apart,
piece by piece, you would see we proudly source
the ﬁnest materials from around the globe to
enhance our master craftsmanship and
manufacturing skills.
All this is done to ensure that our products are the
best they can be for our customers, time after time,
with superior build and design consistently
replicated for Undisputed Quality and Athlete
Safety Over Everything Else.

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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CHAMPION MATERIAL

MEETS
CHAMPIONSHIP MATERIAL
BGL-PFA3B

BGL-PFA3S

› Hand-stitched authentic cowhide leather is

› Hand-stitched authentic cowhide leather is
laminated with Silver Paper for the look of Champions
› Light EVA Foam Padding coupled with Horse-Hair
lling makes the A-3 series a puncher’s dream
› EVA Foam Padding in the cuff ensures complete
st-to-wrist protection when in guard or landing strikes

laminated with Silver Paper for the look of Champions
› Light EVA Foam Padding coupled with Horse-Hair
lling makes the A-3 series a puncher’s dream
› EVA Foam Padding in the cuff ensures complete
st-to-wrist protection when in guard or landing strikes

SIZES

SIZES

8 oz

|

10 oz

BGL-PFC3B

8 oz

BGL-PFC3GL
› 100% authentic cowhide leather is hand stitched

and built for aggression
› Technologically advanced latex rubber mould
coupled with EVA Foam and light cotton turns these
bad boys into pillows for power punchers
› Latex rubber sheet in cuff completely encapsulates
the gloves in shock-absorbent defenses

and built for aggression
› Technologically advanced latex rubber mould
coupled with EVA Foam and light cotton turns these
bad boys into pillows for power punchers
› Latex rubber sheet in cuff completely encapsulates
the gloves in shock-absorbent defenses

SIZES

8 oz

|

10 oz

8 oz

SHELL-SHOCK

GLOVES

› Hand-stitched authentic cowhide leather
encapsulates the shock-absorbent interior of these
foam laminated gloves
› Technologically advanced latex rubber mould offers
shock-absorbency for power punchers without
sacricing speed
› EVA padding throughout wrist along with foam
padding in the cuff completes st protection in all
positions

01

SIZES

8 oz

|

10 oz

TM

› Shell-ShockTM Foam with
high density closed-cell
shock-absorbency eats up
shock-impact with impunity

BGL-PFC2R

BOXING

10 oz

› 100% authentic cowhide leather is hand stitched

SIZES

PROFESSIONAL

|

|

› Authentic cowhide leather
encapsulates the shockabsorbent interior of these
handcrafted gloves

PRO BOXING SPARRING GLOVES

10 oz

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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BGL-PFC2W

BGL-PFA2U

› Hand-stitched authentic cowhide leather
encapsulates the shock-absorbent interior of these
foam laminated gloves
› Technologically advanced latex rubber mould offers
shock-absorbency for power punchers without
sacricing speed
› EVA padding throughout wrist along with foam
padding in the cuff completes st protection in all
positions

8 oz

SIZES

|

absorbent interior of these foam laminated gloves
› Max-ShockTM Foam with high density closed-cell
shock-absorbency eats up shock-impact with impunity
› EVA padding coupled with foam protects the thumb
for encompassed overall protection

meticulousness promise career-lasting durability in
these Pro-Training gloves
› High-density PU mould with underlay and EVA
offers a barrage of shock-absorbency against heavyimpact
› High-quality cotton lling in the cuff promises
cushioning and solid wrist support

SIZES

8 oz

|

10 oz

› Authentic cowhide leather encapsulates the shock-

absorbent interior of these foam laminated gloves
› Max-ShockTM Foam with high density closed-cell
shock-absorbency eats up shock-impact with impunity
› EVA padding coupled with foam protects the thumb
for encompassed overall protection

absorbent interior of these foam laminated gloves
› Max-ShockTM Foam with high density closed-cell
shock-absorbency eats up shock-impact with impunity
› EVA padding coupled with foam protects the thumb
for encompassed overall protection

|

10 oz

8 oz

|

10 oz

MAX-SHOCK

PROFESSIONAL

BOXING

› Authentic cowhide leather
encapsulates the shockabsorbent interior of these
handcrafted gloves

|

12 oz

14 oz

|

16oz

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16oz

BGL-S7GL

› These authentic cowhide leather gloves are

› These authentic cowhide leather gloves are
handcrafted using a stitching patented technique
› MG-2 Mould is backed up by Shell Shock gel
Equilibrium Sheet and EVA-LUTIONTM FOAM
› An advanced version of the former Bazooka
Series

handcrafted using a stitching patented technique
› MG-2 Mould is backed up by Shell Shock gel
Equilibrium Sheet and EVA-LUTIONTM FOAM
› An advanced version of the former Bazooka
Series

SIZES

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16oz

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16oz

TM

› Max-Shock Foam with high
density closed-cell shockabsorbency eats up shockimpact with impunity

http://corporate.rdxsports.com/technology/

BGL-S5B
› Low density Max-ShockTM foam padding serves as

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

BGL-T9R

the optimum cushioning between your knuckles and
your training partner
› Handstitched authentic cowhide leather will last you
a career and then some
› Ergo-cut Quick-EZTM Hook-and-loop closure is
attached to elastic for comfort modulation and wrist
stability

SIZES

› Tough authentic cowhide leather for
maximum durability
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet for
unbeatable shock absorption
› Wide Wrist supporting Quick-EZ™ Hook-and
loop strap with nylon mesh palm
SIZES

S/M

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

|

› Authentic cowhide leather and hand-stitching
meticulousness promise career-lasting durability in
these Pro-Training gloves
› High-density PU mould with underlay and EVA
offers a barrage of shock-absorbency against heavyimpact
› Wide Wrist supporting Quick-EZ™ Hook-and
loop strap

TM

GLOVES
03

10 oz

SIZES

SIZES

8 oz

SIZES

BGL-S7B

BGL-PFA2GL

› Authentic cowhide leather encapsulates the shock-

SIZES

BGL-PTC4U

› Authentic cowhide leather and hand-stitching

SIZES

10 oz

BGL-PFA2R

BGL-PSA4U

› Authentic cowhide leather encapsulates the shock-

|

L/XL

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16 oz

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

TRAINING

BOXING
GLOVES
04

BGL-T9Y

BGL-T9U

SIZES

SIZES

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16 oz

BGR-S6R

05

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16 oz

BGR-S6GL

SIZES

SIZES

8 oz | 10 oz | 12 oz | 14 oz | 16 oz

8 oz | 10 oz | 12 oz | 14 oz | 16 oz

BGR-F7GN

BGR-F7P

› Most loved product is made using career-lasting

and handcrafted for heavy hands
› The exclusive Ace Mould coupled Shell-ShockTM
Gel Equilibrium Sheet and EVA-LUTIONTM FOAM
› Wide cuff with shock-absorbent gel in the palm
ensure total wrist to knuckle protection

and handcrafted for heavy hands
› The exclusive Ace Mould coupled Shell-ShockTM
Gel Equilibrium Sheet and EVA-LUTIONTM FOAM
› Wide cuff with shock-absorbent gel in the palm
ensure total wrist to knuckle protection

patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet triple
padding for maximum shock resistance
› Exclusive Ego Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop for a
snug t and easy wrist adjustment

SIZES

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16oz

BGR-F12O

GLOVES

|

SIZES

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16oz

BGR-F7GL

› The highly compressed foam mold, made of our

› Most loved product is made using career-lasting

proprietary EVA-LUTION™ foam guarantees a
light yet sturdy glove
› Nylon ventilation mesh expels while foam
padding provides protection in palms
› Extra wide Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop strap
ensures a snug t and enhanced wrist support

patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet triple
padding for maximum shock resistance
› Exclusive Ego Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop for a
snug t and easy wrist adjustment

SIZES

› Most loved product is made using career-lasting
patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet triple
padding for maximum shock resistance
› Exclusive Ego Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop for a
snug t and easy wrist adjustment

patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet triple
padding for maximum shock resistance
› Exclusive Ego Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop for a
snug t and easy wrist adjustment

› Patented Maya HideTM leather is handstitched

10 oz

BOXING

10 oz

BGR-F7U

› Most loved product is made using career-lasting

› Patented Maya HideTM leather is handstitched

SIZES

TRAINING

BGR-F7R

› Tough authentic cowhide leather for
maximum durability
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet for
unbeatable shock absorption
› Wide Wrist supporting Quick-EZ™ Hook-and
loop strap with nylon mesh palm

› Tough authentic cowhide leather for
maximum durability
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet for
unbeatable shock absorption
› Wide Wrist supporting Quick-EZ™ Hook-and
loop strap with nylon mesh palm

› Most loved product is made using career-lasting
patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet triple
padding for maximum shock resistance
› Exclusive Ego Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop for a
snug t and easy wrist adjustment
SIZES

8 oz | 10 oz | 12 oz | 14 oz | 16 oz

8 oz | 10 oz | 12 oz

EVA-LUTION TM

TRAINING

BOXING

SIZES

12 oz

|

16 oz

GLOVES

8 oz | 10 oz | 12 oz | 14 oz | 16 oz

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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BGR-T10B

BGR-F11GN

› Handstitched to absolute perfection using authentic
cowhide leather that is stitched for career-lasting
performance
› Low density shock-absorbent Max-ShockTM foam
padding saves your knuckles and your partner a load
of grief
› Hi-tech TAKATM strap system is our latest innovation
in wrist protection attached to elastic for comfort
modulation and total punch form stability

› Special Polygonal Diffusion™ mould effectively
distributes shock-impact equally throughout Patent
Pending glove
› Nylon ventilation mesh expels while foam padding
provides protection in palms
› New Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure with extralong strap provides added wrist support

SIZES

|

16 oz

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16 oz

ONE SIZE (FIT’S ALL)

BMR-1GN

BMR-1R
› Maya Hide™ leather bag mitt construction for

Loop Closure system for snug t and wrist support
› High-density Shell Shock™ gel integrated
Tetra-padding™ for improved shock distribution
› CoolX™ mesh integrated palm with S.P.P™
treated inner thumb for temperature control

Loop Closure system for snug t and wrist support
› High-density Shell Shock™ gel integrated
Tetra-padding™ for improved shock distribution
› CoolX™ mesh integrated palm with S.P.P™
treated inner thumb for temperature control

comfortable, lasting performance
› Supremo-Shock Foam™ absorbs shock and
protects knuckles from the hardest of impacts
› Curved design to reduce fatigue and to lower the
risk of hand injuries

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

|

16 oz

10 oz

|

12 oz

|

14 oz

› Authentic cowhide leather
encapsulates the shockabsorbent interior of these
handcrafted gloves

|

16 oz

ONE SIZE (FIT’S ALL)

ONE SIZE (FIT’S ALL)

TM

TM

› Max-Shock Foam with high
density closed-cell shockabsorbency eats up shockimpact with impunity

http://corporate.rdxsports.com/technology/

GLOVES

BMR-1O

BMR-1P

› Maya Hide™ leather bag mitt construction for

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Maya Hide™ leather bag mitt construction for
comfortable, lasting performance
› Supremo-Shock Foam™ absorbs shock and
protects knuckles from the hardest of impacts
› Curved design to reduce fatigue and to lower the
risk of hand injuries

comfortable, lasting performance
› Supremo-Shock Foam™ absorbs shock and
protects knuckles from the hardest of impacts
› Curved design to reduce fatigue and to lower the
risk of hand injuries

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE (FIT’S ALL)

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

› Maya Hide™ leather bag mitt construction for
comfortable, lasting performance
› Supremo-Shock Foam™ absorbs shock and
protects knuckles from the hardest of impacts
› Curved design to reduce fatigue and to lower the
risk of hand injuries
SIZES

SIZES

MAX-SHOCK

07

12 oz

› Wraparound hooked Quick-EZ™ Hook-and

10 oz

BOXING

SIZES

16oz

SIZES

› Maya Hide™ leather bag mitt construction for
comfortable, lasting performance
› Supremo-Shock Foam™ absorbs shock and
protects knuckles from the hardest of impacts
› Curved design to reduce fatigue and to lower the
risk of hand injuries

absorbent content EVA-LUTION™ Foam Padding
› High-density latex padding with Shell-Shock™ gel
for shock and impact distribution abilities
› Nylon ventilation mesh expels while foam padding
provides protection in palms

› Wraparound hooked Quick-EZ™ Hook-and

SIZES

TRAINING

|

BGR-T10U

BGR-T10R

BMR-1GL

› Patented Maya Hide leather protects shock-

SIZES

SIZES

12 oz

BGR-F10W

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE (FIT’S ALL)

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

BOXING
MITTS
08

JBR-8GN

JBG-1U

JBR-8O

JBG-4B

› Highest quality, thick Maya Hide™ leather build

› Highest quality, thick Maya Hide™ leather build

› Made from super tough Maya Hide™ leather to

is almost indestructible
› Shell Shock GEL™ padding for cushioned feel
and max shock absorption
› Hand-crafted and twin-layered using double
reinforced stitching technique

is almost indestructible
› Shell Shock GEL™ padding for cushioned feel
and max shock absorption
› Hand-crafted and twin-layered using double
reinforced stitching technique

last and last
› Shell Shock GEL™ for the ultimate cushioning
and shock resistance
› QD-1™lining with moisture wicking and antimicrobial properties

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

6 oz

SIZES

4 oz

6 oz

› Tough Maya Hide™ leather for kids boxing mitts
that last and last
› High density Shell Shock GEL™ for max shock
absorption and moisture wicking lining to keep
skin dry and odour free
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure and easy
slip-on design suitable for kids

|

6 oz

4 oz

|

6 oz

QUICK-EZ

JBR-7R

› Made from super tough
Maya HideTM leather to last
and last

JBR-7U

› Exclusive hand-crafted mould is specially designed to

› Exclusive hand-crafted mould is specially designed to
comfortably align against children's hands
› Highly Compressed EVA-LUTION™ Foam padding
provides protection to fragile bone structures
› Nylon ventilation mesh expels moisture with extra long
Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure

comfortably align against children's hands
› Highly Compressed EVA-LUTION™ Foam padding
provides protection to fragile bone structures
› Nylon ventilation mesh expels moisture with extra long
Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure

SIZES

http://corporate.rdxsports.com/technology/

SIZES

6 oz

6 oz

J-3B

JUNIOR

BOXING
GLOVES
09

› Extra-long Quick-EZTM Hookand-Loop strap for kid friendly
use and a snug fit

J-3P

› Made from super tough Maya Hide™ leather
to last and last
› Shell Shock GEL™ padding for cushioned
feel and max shock absorption
› Extra-long Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop strap
for kid friendly use and a snug t
SIZES

JUNIOR

› Made from super tough Maya Hide™ leather
to last and last
› Shell Shock GEL™ padding for cushioned
feel and max shock absorption
› Extra-long Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop strap
for kid friendly use and a snug t

BOXING

SIZES

4 oz

|

6 oz

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

4 oz

|

GLOVES

6 oz

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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YOUR HEAD

IN THE RIGHT PLACE

HGL-PRO1U

HGL-PRO1R

› Handcrafted using authentic cowhide leather –

› Handcrafted using authentic cowhide leather –
these guards are built to keep your head in the
game
› Compressed EVA is backed up with foam
padding for safe and efcient shock-absorption
› Inner is lined using Amara fabric that helps
absorb sweat and feel pleasant against skin

these guards are built to keep your head in the
game
› Compressed EVA is backed up with foam
padding for safe and efcient shock-absorption
› Soft inner lining feels pleasant on skin and
absorbs sweat

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

HGL-T1W

HGR-T1R

› CE Certied and Handcrafted with authentic

› Maya Hide™ leather covers this extremely
durable and well-built head-guard
› Tri-Slab™ with Shell-Shock™ gel-lining and
removable face grill for max head protection
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure conforms
snugly to head shape while ensuring zero budge
or slip

full-grain cowhide leather
› Tri-Slab™ Shell-Shock™ integrated Supremo
Shock™ foam padding for shock-absorption
› R-Lock™ system provides comfort adjustability
and zero-budge snug t

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

QUICK-EZ

B A R

H E A D G U A R D

HGR-T1B
› Maya Hide™ leather covers this extremely
durable and well-built head-guard
› Tri-Slab™ with Shell-Shock™ gel-lining and
removable face grill for max head protection
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure conforms
snugly to head shape while ensuring zero budge
or slip

PROTECTIVE

SIZES

EQUIPMENT
11

› Maya Hide™ leather covers
this extremely durable and
well-built head-guard
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop
closure conforms snugly to
head shape while ensuring
zero budge or slip

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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HEAD
GEAR
12

HGR-T1U

HGR-T1P

› Authentic cowhide leather build with tricot lining

durable and well-built head-guard
› Tri-Slab™ with Shell-Shock™ gel-lining and
removable face grill for max head protection
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure conforms
snugly to head shape while ensuring zero budge
or slip

durable and well-built head-guard
› Tri-Slab™ with Shell-Shock™ gel-lining and
removable face grill for max head protection
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure conforms
snugly to head shape while ensuring zero budge
or slip

is handstiched for maximum durability
› Shell-ShockTM GEL technology to provide the
ultimate cushioning and shock dispersion
› Smart ergonomic design with lightweight
construction to give you enhanced mobility

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HGL-PRO2U

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HGL-PRO2R

› Made using authentic cowhide leather and
handstitched to perfection to protect rst and
obstruct never
› Steel bar head guard is backed up by
complex latex padding backed by compressed
layers of foam for a snug no-slip grip
› Lace system accompanied with hook-andloop makes for easy on/off application coupled
with comfy layer of microber inner
SIZES

› Made using authentic cowhide leather and
handstitched to perfection to protect rst and
obstruct never
› Steel bar head guard is backed up by
complex latex padding backed by compressed
layers of foam for a snug no-slip grip
› Lace system accompanied with hook-andloop makes for easy on/off application coupled
with comfy layer of microber inner
SIZES

JHR-F1U

13

ONE SIZE

JHR-F1R

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

guard that survives the most intense workouts
› Shell-Shock™ GEL technology to provide the
ultimate cushioning and shock dispersion
› Reinforced Tricot lining to ensure maximum
comfort at all times as well as improved support

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-X1B
› Made with Maya Hide™ leather for resilient

headgear that resists wear
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM for outstanding
cushioning and protection
› Anatomically contoured for a perfect t with
Quick EZ™ Hook-and-Loop provides secure t

headgear that resists wear
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM for outstanding
cushioning and protection
› Anatomically contoured for a perfect t with
Quick EZ™ Hook-and-Loop provides secure t

boxing groin protectors that never fail
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam with duo-layered
closed-cell foam with hard shell polymer cup
› Handy cup compartment which can t an extra
cup for double the armour

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

› Handcrafted with tough Maya Hide™ for reliable boxing
groin protectors that last
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam to dissipate shock and shield
your groin, abdomen and kidney area
› Hard shell polymer cup with double layered closed-cell
foam to safeguard against low shots and extra cup
placement

› Tough as nails authentic leather for a groin

› Maya Hide™ leather construction for ghting

SIZES

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Maya Hide™ leather for a groin guard that
survives boxing, MMA, Muay Thai and more
› Triangular steel cup for outstanding resistance
against shock
› Closed cell rim to ensure comfort during training,
sparring and bouts
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGX-M2B

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-X3R

GGX-L1W

› Maya Hide™ leather construction for ghting

SIZES

› Authentic cowhide leather build with tricot lining
is handstiched for maximum durability
› Shell-ShockTM GEL technology to provide the
ultimate cushioning and shock dispersion
› Smart ergonomic design with lightweight
construction to give you enhanced mobility
SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

GEAR

GGL-PRO1R

› Maya Hide™ leather covers this extremely

SIZES

HEAD

GGL-PRO1U

› Maya Hide™ leather covers this extremely

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

ABDO
GUARDS
14

GGX-H1W

GGX-H1B

› Hydro ll Anti-microbial fabric Jock strap
support
› Designed for unrestricted movement
throughout any activity
› The 3 inch waistband and 1 inch leg straps
SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Shell Shock™ GEL removable cup for
protection and shock dissipation
› Unique foam layer for enhanced padding and
resistance against blows
› Elasticated with QD-1™ lining to wick away
moisture keeping you dry and free from sweat
build up

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

PROTECT
WHAT
MATTERS THE MOST
S.P.P™
(Strategically Placed
Perforations)

HI-PC™
(Polycarbonate)

GGS-R2B

GCX-NBB

› Supremo-Shock Foam™ technology to help

› Polycarbonate construction for incredible
strength and durability
› Latex-free ergonomic design for freedom of
movement
› Polygel™ body moulding for impact absorption
and comfort

obliterate shock and impact
› Designed with a unique lining that keeps skin
fresh and dry during workouts
› Wide 3 inch waistband with 1 inch leg straps for
the perfect t

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

ONE SIZE

TRI-LAYERED
Polygel™
(Gel-lining)

GCP-1R

ABDO
GUARDS
15

GCX-NGG

› Ergonomically designed groin guard
› Shell-ShockTM gel polymer for shock
absorption
› Enhanced ventilation system

SIZES

› Polycarbonate construction for incredible
strength and durability, even in demanding
combat sports
› Latex-free ergonomic design for freedom of
movement
› Polygel™ body moulding for impact absorption
and comfort
SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

GROIN GUARD

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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GGN-X6U

GGN-X6R

› Multi-purpose and versatile. These gym grappling

› Multi-purpose and versatile. These gym grappling

fortify your knuckles against shock-impact
› The shock-absorbent base is cleverly stitched
using highly durable neoprene over 4-way
breathable fabric for extraordinary comfort
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA padding is slabbed
over with a Shell-ShockTM gel Equilibrium sheet

fortify your knuckles against shock-impact
› The shock-absorbent base is cleverly stitched
using highly durable neoprene over 4-way
breathable fabric for extraordinary comfort
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA padding is slabbed
over with a Shell-ShockTM gel Equilibrium sheet

glovesare made using sweat absorbent and hand
conformant Neoprene.
› Rubber grip palm turns These grappling and boxing
glove inners into weightlifting gloves.
› Extended wrist strap provides wrist stability for
punching and lifting purposes. Versatility at it's nest
when switching between ght and tness.

glovesare made using sweat absorbent and hand
conformant Neoprene.
› Rubber grip palm turns These grappling and boxing
glove inners into weightlifting gloves.
› Extended wrist strap provides wrist stability for
punching and lifting purposes. Versatility at it's nest
when switching between ght and tness.

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGN-X6G

GGN-X7GN

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGN-X7R

› Maya Hide leather lasts you a career
› Inner glove ts under boxing or MMA glove to

› Maya Hide leather lasts you a career
› Inner glove ts under boxing or MMA glove to

fortify your knuckles for complete shockabsorbency
› For an added wall of technologically advanced
shock-resiliency

fortify your knuckles for complete shockabsorbency
› For an added wall of technologically advanced
shock-resiliency

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGN-X8P

› Multi-purpose and versatile. These gym grappling

› Multi-purpose and versatile. These gym grappling

glovesare made using sweat absorbent and hand
conformant Neoprene.
› Rubber grip palm turns These grappling and boxing
glove inners into weightlifting gloves.
› Extended wrist strap provides wrist stability for
punching and lifting purposes. Versatility at it's nest
when switching between ght and tness.

glovesare made using sweat absorbent and hand
conformant Neoprene.
› Rubber grip palm turns These grappling and boxing
glove inners into weightlifting gloves.
› Extended wrist strap provides wrist stability for
punching and lifting purposes. Versatility at it's nest
when switching between ght and tness.

SIZES

SIZES

GGN-X7U

GGN-X8W

fortify your knuckles for complete shockabsorbency
› Slabbed Shell-ShockTM gel Equilibrium sheet for
an added wall technologically advanced shockresiliency

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Maya Hide leather lasts you a career
› Inner glove ts under boxing or MMA glove to

fortify your knuckles against shock-impact
› The shock-absorbent base is cleverly stitched
using highly durable neoprene over 4-way
breathable fabric for extraordinary comfort
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA padding is slabbed
over with a Shell-ShockTM gel Equilibrium sheet

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Fits perfectly under any boxing or MMA glove to

17

GGN-X8U

› Fits perfectly under any boxing or MMA glove to

SIZES

HANDWRAPS

GGN-X8R

› Fits perfectly under any boxing or MMA glove to

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ISB

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ISGN

› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,

› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,
pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

HANDWRAPS

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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HYP-ISO

HYP-ISR

› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,

› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,

pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ISU

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ISP
› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,

pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

pliable wrap that retains its shape
› Shell Shock™ GEL and foam padding to
protect hands and dissipate shock
› Extra-long bandage with Quick-EZ™ Hook-andLoop closure for optimum wrist support

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-IB

HANDWRAPS

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-IR

HYP-IBGN

HYP-IP

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HWX-RY

strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Mexican stretch style extended 4.5 meter length
bandage for unbeatable wrist support

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

HWX-RB

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for

SIZES

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max
strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max
strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

strength and resilience
› Ayz-F™ elastic for unbeatable security and
support for bones
› Full wrist coverage to hold small bones securely
in place

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE
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HYP-IU

› Built using a woven carbon bre fabric for max

SIZES

› Made from woven carbon bre fabric for strong,

SIZES

HYP-IBO

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for
enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Extended 4.5 meter length bandage for
unbeatable wrist support
SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

HANDWRAPS

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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HWX-RR

HWX-RU

GGS-3UA

GGS-3GNA

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for

› Poly Gel latex-free gum shield to protect teeth

enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Extended 4.5 meter length bandage for
unbeatable wrist support

enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Extended 4.5 meter length bandage for
unbeatable wrist support

and gums for contact sports - comes with case
› Gel Fit lining™ for maximum shock reduction
and comfort
› Acrigel™ padding to cushion molars at the back

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

HWX-RP

HWX-RC

SIZES

ADULT 12+

ONE SIZE

|

ADULT 12+

YOUTH 12-

GGS-3Y

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for

› Poly Gel latex-free gum shield to protect teeth

enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Extended 4.5 meter length bandage for
unbeatable wrist support

enhanced hand protection
› Easy to use thumb loop for added security and
position retention
› Extended 4.5 meter length bandage for
unbeatable wrist support

and gums for contact sports - comes with case
› Gel Fit lining™ for maximum shock reduction
and comfort
› Acrigel™ padding to cushion molars at the back

SIZES

ONE SIZE

YOUTH 12-

› Poly Gel latex-free gum shield to protect teeth
and gums for contact sports - comes with case
› Gel Fit lining™ for maximum shock reduction
and comfort
› Acrigel™ padding to cushion molars at the back
SIZES

SIZES

ADULT 12+

ONE SIZE

|

GGS-3GA

› Extra thick carbon bre woven fabric for

SIZES

› Poly Gel latex-free gum shield to protect teeth
and gums for contact sports - comes with case
› Gel Fit lining™ for maximum shock reduction
and comfort
› Acrigel™ padding to cushion molars at the back

|

YOUTH 12-

ADULT 12+

|

YOUTH 12-

START EM’
WHILE
THEY’’RE
YOUNG
GGS-3WA
› Poly Gel latex-free gum shield to protect teeth
and gums for contact sports - comes with case
› Gel Fit lining™ for maximum shock reduction
and comfort
› Acrigel™ padding to cushion molars at the back

HANDWRAPS

› Acrigel™ padding to
cushion molars at the back

SIZES

ADULT 12+

21

› Poly Gel latex-free gum
shield to protect teeth and
gums for contact sports comes with case

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

|

GUARDS

YOUTH 12-

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

MOUTH

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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FPL-PRO1R

FPL-PRO1U

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather construction for

appx. 0.7mm thick
› Thick highly compressed EVA padding eats up
shock-impact with impunity
› A coaches’ dream – perforations throughout
mitts for max breath ability

appx. 0.7mm thick
› Thick highly compressed EVA padding eats up
shock-impact with impunity
› A coaches’ dream – perforations throughout
mitts for max breath ability

improved strength and durability
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam combined with EVALUTION™ FOAM for max shock absorption
› Exclusive Ez-Grip™ Technology for added
stability during training

SIZES

ONE SIZE

FPL-PRO3U

FPL-PRO3R

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SPR-T1W

SPL-T2R

› Authentic cowhide leather Air Pad is built appx.

› Authentic cowhide leather Air Pad is built appx.

› Maya Hide™ leather for lightweight durability

› 100% authentic cowhide leather and

0.7mm thick
› Thick highly compressed EVA padding eats up
shock-impact with impunity
› A coaches’ dream – perforations throughout
mitts for max breath ability

0.7mm thick
› Thick highly compressed EVA padding eats up
shock-impact with impunity
› A coaches’ dream – perforations throughout
mitts for max breath ability

and long life
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM combined with
Supremo-Shock™ Foam for advanced protection
› Reinforced inner hand with double stitching for
longer life and enhanced toughness

strengthened stitching for resilient boxing mitts
› Layers of Supremo-Shock™ Foam and EVALUTION™ FOAM for advanced padding and
protection
› CoolX™ Technology with thermal regulation to
keep hands cool and dry at all times

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

FPR-T1W

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

23

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather construction for
improved strength and durability
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam combined with EVALUTION™ FOAM for max shock absorption
› Exclusive Ez-Grip™ Technology for added
stability during training
SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

MITTS

FPR-T2R

› Authentic cowhide leather Speed Pad is built

SIZES

PUNCH

FPR-T1R

› Authentic cowhide leather Speed Pad is built

FPL-T3W

ONE SIZE

FPR-T4W

FPR-T10W

› Cut from tough Maya Hide™ leather for boxing

› Dome design with 100% authentic cowhide

› Highly durable punch mitts made with reinforced

mitts that are designed to endure the wars
› Highly efcient EVA-LUTION™ FOAM and
Supremo-Shock™ Foam for optimum shock
resistance
› Professional curved EZ-Grip design for efcient
hold and wrist protection

leather and reinforced stitching for career lasting
durability
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam and EVA-LUTION™
FOAMfor the ultimate padding and protection
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet dissipates
shock and cushions against the heaviest blows

stitching using Maya Hide™ leather
› Upgraded external covering with inner binding
for added stability and durability
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM technology for superior
shock absorption

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Cut from tough Maya Hide™ leather for boxing mitts
that are designed to endure the wars
› Highly efcient EVA-LUTION™ FOAM and
Supremo-Shock Foam™ for optimum shock
resistance
› Professional curved design for max ghter training
and wrist protection

SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

PUNCH
MITTS
24

FPR-T9GN

CGM-T4B

TKPL-T1U

CGM-T3B

› Patented Maya HideTM leather is the most durable

› Hand crafted Authentic cowhide leather paddles

› EVA-LUTIONTM FOAM absorbs chews up impact

› Protection for warriors with EVA-LUTIONTM

material in the market, and promises nothing short of
an invincible product
› Supremo-ShockTM Foam and EVA-LUTIONTM
FOAM are fused to offer a wall of shock-absorbent
padding against shock-impact
› Maya HideTM hand compartment with nylon mesh
offers moisture ventilation and increases breath ability
great for comfort

are a trainer’s preference today – maximum
output, minimum-to-no joint damage
› Thick compressed EVA padding and coupled
with design ensures elastic shock-absorption
› Perfect for enhancing training technique

consolidating aggressively charged molecules
within its design
› Maya HideTM and Ammara construction for
enhanced durability and comfort
› Shoulder and back straps make it easy to use
and keep in place with zero budge possibilities

FOAM padding that chews up shock-impact and
swallows it
› Maya HideTM material can endure erce hits
without a sign to show for it
› Nylon thread for improved durability and longproduct life

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SIZES

SMALL/MEDIUM

|

LARGE/X-LARGE

SMALL/MEDIUM

|

LARGE/X-LARGE

MAX-SHOCK TM

BPR-T2B

PTS-PRO1U

TKPL-T1R
› Hand crafted Authentic cowhide leather paddles
are a trainer’s preference today – maximum
output, minimum-to-no joint damage
› Thick compressed EVA padding and coupled
with design ensures elastic shock-absorption
› Perfect for enhancing training technique

› Brand new authentic cowhide leathered focus

› Hard and high-density 3” multi-layered Shell-

sticks are a trainer’s dream

Shock™ Gel padding for impact absorption
› 1/2"" low-density Max-Shock™ foam padding
on outer and sides
› QD-2™ lining for moisture-wicking and Antimicrobial properties

› Filled with compressed EVA padding coupled
with soft tips to dilute impact keeping trainer
elbows healthy
› A polyester lace coupled with hand-efcient
thickness for comfortable use

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Max-ShockTM Foam with high
density closed-cell shockabsorbency eats up shockimpact with impunity

ONE SIZE

SMALL/MEDIUM

|

LARGE/X-LARGE

SpongeX PADDING
Provides added resistance when
met with high-intensity force

Infused Shock Dispersion SHEET
Advanced line of defense against shock-impact
helps dissipate and disperse force equally

EVA-lutionTM SHEET
Advanced expanding foam absorbs
and distributes impact evenly across surface

PTS-PRO1R
› Brand new authentic cowhide leathered focus

COACHING
TOOLS
25

sticks are a trainer’s dream
› Filled with compressed EVA padding coupled
with soft tips to dilute impact keeping trainer
elbows healthy
› A polyester lace coupled with hand-efcient
thickness for comfortable use

SIZES

A
COACHES’
DREAM

EVA-LUTION

TM

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

CHEST
GUARDS
26

PBL-X3R

PBL-X5R

› Authentic leather is handstitched to perfection in these pro
boxing punch bags
› Available in various sizes to accentuate punching technique
throughout a career
› Comes lled with all necessary xings for easy setup

› Authentic cowhide heavy bag available in various sizes
› Comes lled with all necessary xings for easy setup
› Designed for use with oor anchors

SIZES

SIZES

3FEET

|

4FEET

|

5FEET

|

6FEET

3FEET

SIZES

|

4FEET

|

5FEET

|

6FEET

3FEET

PBL-X6R

PBL-X4W

27

5FEET

|

6FEET

SIZES

3FEET

› Punch bag available in various sizes to suit different users
› Highly durable construction for career-long use, using quality

BAGS

|

› Authentic leather is handstitched to perfection in these pro
boxing punch bags
› Available in various sizes to accentuate punching technique
throughout a career
› Comes lled with all necessary xings for easy setup

› Authentic cowhide heavy bag available in various sizes
› Comes lled with all necessary xings for easy setup
› Designed for use with oor anchors

PUNCH

4FEET

PBL-X3R

PBL-X5Y

PRO

|

cowhide leather and super strong stitching
› Comes lled with all necessary xings for easy setup

SIZES

SIZES

3FEET

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

|

4FEET

|

5FEET

|

6FEET

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

|

4FEET

|

5FEET

|

6FEET

PBL-X6U

› Our authentic PRO leather heavy bags will
absorb everything you throw at them.
including the kitchen sink
› Handstitched and handcrafted - these bags
are built to chew up shock-impact, and spit out
stellar results
› 6ft sized pro heavy bag comes with all
necessary ttings and xtures hang your bag
and get you training from the get-go

6FEET

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SIZES

› Our authentic PRO leather heavy bags will
absorb everything you throw at them.
including the kitchen sink
› Handstitched and handcrafted - these bags
are built to chew up shock-impact, and spit out
stellar results
› 6ft sized pro heavy bag comes with all
necessary ttings and xtures hang your bag
and get you training from the get-go

6FEET

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

PRO

PUNCH
BAGS
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BMR-1R
4 oz

PBR-F9RB
› Made using patented Maya HideTM leather for unbeatable
durability that’ll handle all kinds of punishment you can imagine
› Hand stitched and crafted for ultimate strength and long-lasting
life
› Comes with bag mitts and necessary ttings and xtures for
easy setup and instant training

WINNING IS ALL
BLACK
AND
WHITE

SIZES

4FEET

|

5FEET

BMR-1R
4 oz

PBR-F10W
› Made using patented Maya HideTM leather for unbeatable
durability that’ll handle all kinds of punishment you can imagine
› Hand stitched and crafted for ultimate strength and long-lasting
life
› Comes with bag mitts and necessary ttings and xtures for
easy setup and instant training

SIZES

4FEET

|

5FEET

BMR-1R
4 oz

WPR-T3WR
› Maya Hide™ leather construction to ensure abrasion
resistance and durability
› Twinned layer non tear wall-pad ensure efcient training
› Highly efcient Aegis Protect-X™ and Max-Shock™ foam to
ensure maximum shock absorption

TRAINING

PUNCH

S

E

R

I

E

S

SIZES

BAGS
29

POWER FIGHTER

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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BGR-F10W
12 oz |

BGR-F12O

16 oz

PBR-X1B

12 oz |

16 oz

PBR-F12O

› Maya HideTM leather bag is built to weather storms and then some
› Tether Loop Facility can be connected to anchor for sway reduction
› Comes with a pair of our nest Maya HideTM bag mitts

SIZES

› Maya Hide™ leather built punching bag can withstand all the trauma you can throw
at it
› Hand-nished punching bag full of top-quality pulp for your convenience
› High-quality sparring gloves featuring EVA-LUTION™ foam and hard-wearing
Maya Hide™ Leather outer
SIZES

4FEET

|

5FEET

4FEET

|

5FEET

BGR-F10W
12 oz |

16 oz

PBR-F7R
› Maya Hide™ leather built punching bag can
withstand all the trauma you can throw at it
› Special double stitching and handicraft combine for
the longest life in a bag ever experienced
› TLF™ architecture at the base of the punching bag
to ensure swing reduction

SIZES

4FEET

|

5FEET

BMR-1R
BGR-F11GN
12 oz |

4 oz

16 oz

PBR-F11GN

TRAINING

PUNCH
BAGS
31

PBT-B1R
› Standing Punch Dummy is made using Maya HideTM
› Adjustable with height options
› Fill with sand or water for ultimate balance

› Maya Hide™ leather built punching bag can withstand all the trauma you can throw
at it
› Hand-nished punching bag full of top-quality pulp for your convenience
› High-quality sparring gloves featuring EVA-LUTION™ foam and hard-wearing
Maya Hide™ Leather outer

SIZES

SIZES

4FEET

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

|

5FEET

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

4FEET

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

|

5FEET

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

TRAINING

PUNCH
BAGS
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JBR-7R

JBR-8GN

6 oz

6 oz

JPB-5R

JPBR-8GN

› Our Maya HideTM Junior Punch Bags will have your kids throwing like the pros in no time
› Comes with a pair of Maya HideTM boxing bag gloves with nylon mesh and quality wrist-

› Our Maya HideTM Junior Punch Bags will have your kids throwing like the pros in no time
› Comes with a pair of Maya HideTM boxing bag gloves with nylon mesh and quality wrist-

support
› This awesome deal comes with all necessary xtures and ttings

support
› This awesome deal comes with all necessary xtures and ttings

SIZES

SIZES

2FEET

2FEET

JBR-7U

JBG-1U

6 oz

6 oz

JPB-7U

JPB-X1U
› RDX Zero Impact G-Core™ twinned layer non tear Maya HideTM
Leather
› Punch bag is 3ft High (Including Chains) with 28cm diameter
› Filled with shredded textiles that give amazing shock absorption

› Our Maya HideTM Junior Punch Bags will have your kids throwing like the pros in no time
› Comes with a pair of Maya HideTM boxing bag gloves with nylon mesh and quality wristsupport
› This awesome deal comes with all necessary xtures and ttings

SIZES

SIZES

2FEET

2FEET

JBG-4B
JPBR-8O
6 oz

JPBR-8O

JPB-4W
› Hligh-quality dual-layered Maya HideTM built Zero Impact G-Core
punch bag
› 2ft high punch bag (3ft with strap) along with 28cm diameter,
perfect for children
› Include 6oz Shell-ShockTM Gel gloves and swivel hook

› Our Maya HideTM Junior Punch Bags will have your kids throwing like the pros in no time
› Comes with a pair of Maya HideTM boxing bag gloves with nylon mesh and quality wrist-

KID’S

PUNCH

support
› This awesome deal comes with all necessary xtures and ttings

SIZES

BAGS
33

6 oz

SIZES

2FEET

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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2FEET

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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BMR-1R

BMR-1R

4 oz

4 oz

PBR-AR

PBR-RR

› Handmade Angle shaped Bag with 18" diameter and 59”

› RDX handmade Non Tear Wrecking Ball bag for specialized
training.
› Available in dimensions of 60cm round & 60cm Length with

Length
› Maya Hide made Max-Shock™ foam jacket with shredded
textile lled
› TLF™ architecture at the base of the bag for swing reduction

SIZES

chains
› Set include Maya Hide™ Leather Gel gloves and 4 strand
swivel chain Set

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

BMR-1R

BMR-1R

4 oz

4 oz

PBR-BR

PBR-TDR
› Maya HideTM leather punching dummy with non-tear lining to
resist serious impact
› Anatomically designed for enhanced training and contact
practice
› Made to be waterproof with a durable Nylostrap™ for secure
hold

› Handmade uniquely designed curvy Patent Pending bag
› Available in 18" diameter & 59” Length
› 2” dense Maya HideTM leather incorporated Max-Shock™
foam jacket with shredded textile lling
› Incorporate TLF™ architecture at the base for swing reduction

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

BMR-1R

BMR-1R

4 oz

4 oz

PBR-MR

PBR-3R
› Handcrafted using Maya HideTM leather for extraordinary
durability.
› Unique design perfect for training all kinds of angled
strikes.
› Tether loop facility can be attached to an anchor for reduce
bag sway

› Maize shaped Bag with 38cm diameter and 52cm Length
› Maya Hide™ leather based Max-Shock™ foam jacket with

TRAINING

PUNCH

textile lling for improved shock-absorption
› Improved stitching for durability and comes with heavy-gauge
D rings

SIZES

BAGS
35

ONE SIZE

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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DBL-R3WRB

DBL-U3YRB
› Authentic Cowhide leather build for career

› Latest authentic cowhide leather precision ball is

lasting durability
› Flextring™ cord allows for rapid movement to
match your blows
› Comes complete with the required xings to
install in your home gym

lasting durability
› Flextring™ cord allows for rapid movement to
match your blows
› Comes complete with the required xings to
install in your home gym

handstiched for unmatched durability
› Non-tear rubber bladder promises career lasting
toughness
› Easily attached from oor to ceiling – comes with
necessary xtures

SIZES

SIZES

DBL-R3WNB

ONE SIZE

DBX-B1W

› Cowhide leather is easy to clean with life long

› 40.5 cm tall double-end ball made from patented

durability
› Comes with all the xings you need to install in
your gym
› Easily adjustable to suit many users and workout
spaces

durability
› Comes with all the xings you need to install in
your gym
› Easily adjustable to suit many users and workout
spaces

Maya HideTM Leather
› Easily-mountable, heavy-duty Nylostrap™ with
48" adjustable rubber bungee cord
› Pliable and tough Flexstring™ for quick
movement and position retention

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

DBL-PRO1U

37

ONE SIZE

› Cowhide leather is easy to clean with life long

SIZES

BAGS

ONE SIZE

DBX-B2Y

DBL-U3YNB

ONE SIZE

› Latest authentic cowhide leather precision ball is

handstiched for unmatched durability
› Non-tear rubber bladder promises career lasting
toughness
› Easily attached from oor to ceiling – comes with
necessary xtures

handstiched for unmatched durability
› Non-tear rubber bladder promises career lasting
toughness
› Easily attached from oor to ceiling – comes with
necessary xtures

SIZES

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

ONE SIZE

DBX-B1Y

DBL-PRO1W

ONE SIZE

› Double-End ball with 40.5 cm length and original
Maya hide leather built
› Comes with a rubber bungee cord for up to 48"
adjustability and calibration
› Includes two metal S-Rings along with tough
PVC buckle and xings
SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Latest authentic cowhide leather precision ball is

SIZES

› 40.5 cm tall double-end ball made from patented
Maya HideTM Leather
› Easily-mountable, heavy-duty Nylostrap™ with
48" adjustable rubber bungee cord
› Pliable and tough Flexstring™ for quick
movement and position retention
SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

DOUBLE END

DBX-B2W

DBL-PRO1R

› Authentic Cowhide leather build for career

› Double-End ball with 40.5 cm length and original
Maya hide leather built
› Comes with a rubber bungee cord for up to 48"
adjustability and calibration
› Includes two metal S-Rings along with tough
PVC buckle and xings
SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

BAGS

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

DOUBLE END
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SBL-PRO1U

SBL-PRO1W

DBR-N1B

DBR-R1B

› Made from real cowhide leather for easy

› Made from real cowhide leather for easy

› Nylon built strap for superior durability and

cleaning and durability
› High grade steel swivel that can be attached to
many surfaces
› Double-stitched rivet construction for incredible
durability

cleaning and durability
› High grade steel swivel that can be attached to
many surfaces
› Double-stitched rivet construction for incredible
durability

double end bag cords that will not break
› Highly exible with rubberised bungee cords to
give you mega grip
› 4 secure metal S-rings plus a sturdy PVC
buckle designed for incredible hold

SIZES

SIZES

X-SMALL

|

SMALL

|

MEDIUM

SIZES

X-SMALL

SBL-S2WR

|

SMALL

|

MEDIUM

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Made from real cowhide leather for easy

› Made from real cowhide leather for easy

cleaning and durability
› High grade steel swivel that can be attached to
many surfaces
› Double-stitched rivet construction for incredible
durability

cleaning and durability
› High grade steel swivel that can be attached to
many surfaces
› Double-stitched rivet construction for incredible
durability

› 600mm x 18mm Cowhide Leather Speedball
platform MDF board with ball bearing swivel,
waterproof paint
› P-Coated™ HG-Steel™ wall bracket with repositioning ability for height adjustment
› Also include skipping Rope, Hand wraps,
boxing mitts, hand gripper and others

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SBS-12PWR

SBL-S2YU

SIZES

› Designed with rubberised bungee cords for
superb grip
› Includes 2 hooks and xings for easy attachment
to oor and ceiling
› Adjustment blocks on both ends for a tight and
secure xture

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SBS-12PYU

SPEED
BAGS
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› 600mm x 18mm Cowhide Leather Speedball
platform MDF board with ball bearing swivel,
waterproof paint
› P-Coated™ HG-Steel™ wall bracket with repositioning ability for height adjustment
› Also include skipping Rope, Hand wraps,
boxing mitts, hand gripper and others

TIMING BEATS
SPEED

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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SWT-S4D

SWX-S2B

CHS-S2C

SWI-R1B

› Super strong silver nickel plated stainless steel

› Silver nickel plated for enhanced durability and

› Black Ni-coat™ treated HG-Steel™ built with

for a speed bag swivel that resists wear
› Quick release pin design for easy and
convenient removal of the bag
› Designed for secure ceiling mount and comes
with all necessary xings

to resist wear and tear
› Unique design that offers improved ball speed
and precision
› Steel bag / speedball swivel with 2 point board
xing for optimum stability

sealed bearing
› Four strategically positioned wall-xings for
perfect ceiling attachment
› Treated with H-CR™ for anti-rust ability

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› High grade HG-Steel™ for outstanding strength
and xture stability
› Superior quality ball bearings with low friction for
enhanced movement
› Quick release pin design for easy and
convenient removal of bag
SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

CHU-X4B

CH9-X1B
› Made with 18-guage HG-Steel™ for a strong

› Made from a high grade of stainless steel and
Black nickel plated
› Additional quick release pin seam feature for
ease of removal of ball or bag
› Comes with all xings

ceiling hook that takes up to 100kg
› Superior quality D shackle for added stability
and smooth movement of the bag
› Easy to assemble and comes complete with 4
industrial shield bolts

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

CHR-X1W

CHC-X1B
› Exclusive 360 degree punch bag swivel for free

CEILING

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

to 100kgs weight

› Package includes D Shackle to handle the bag
efciently
› Comes with heavy-duty shield bolts for xing in
the ceiling

SIZES

SIZES

MOUNT
41

› 18 Gauge HG-Steel™ to hold punch bags of up

rotation of the punching bag
› 18 Gauge HG-Steel™ construction for strength
and durability
› H-CR™ treatment to make the swivel weatherproof

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

CEILING
MOUNT
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CBR-X1B

CBR-X1W

› 16 gauge powder coated non-slip iron beam
46cm from the wall) with gussets for durability
› Heavy duty wall brackets for reinforced strength
to take up to 130kg weight
› Designed for multi-purpose use with pull up bar
and bag attachment

SIZES

WB2-X2W
› RDX 2ft club folding wall bracket that is foldable

(46cm out of the wall) with gussets for durability
› Heavy duty wall brackets for reinforced strength
to take up to 130kg weight
› Designed for multi-purpose use with pull up bar
and bag attachment

without removing bag
› Bracket arm protrudes 63cm outside the wall to
allow 360 degree movement to heavy bags
› P-Coated™ bracket treated with special H-CR™
treatment anti-rust formulation

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WBR-X1G

WB2-X2B

› 16 gauge powder coated non-slip iron beam

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WBR-X1W

› RDX 2ft club folding wall bracket that is foldable
without removing bag
› Bracket arm protrudes 63cm outside the wall to
allow 360 degree movement to heavy bags
› P-Coated™ bracket treated with special H-CR™
treatment anti-rust formulation

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WB2-X4B

WBH-X6B

› Strong welded 16 gauge P-Coated™ HG-

› Compact & heavy-duty punch bag wall bracket

› HG-Steel™ built 9kg construction to handle up

› Multi fold away design with wall bracket and pull

Steel™ build
› Treated with H-CR™ anti-rust formulation to
ensure all weather utility
› Package includes D-Shackle and all necessary
wall xings

to hold punch bags
› Strong welded 16 gauge P-Coated™ HGSteel™ build
› Package includes D-Shackle and all necessary
wall xings

to 300lbs in bag weight
› Designed with 6 bolt points for a secure xture
and maximum stability
› A folding punch bag bracket with swing design
for maximum space saving

lever for easy retraction
› High grade HG-Steel™ built and powder coated
for added strength and durability
› Wall brackets with secure screw system to
ensure the highest levels of safety

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

HG-STEEL TM

WB3-X3W

WALLMOUNT
HANGER
43

WB3-X3B

› HG-Steel™ built 78cm tripod to hold

› HG-Steel™ built 78cm tripod to hold

considerable weight and withstand tough
workouts
› 13.5cm double reinforced swivel hook to support
heavy bags up to 100kg
› A foldable design that can be done without
removing bag for complete convenience

considerable weight and withstand tough
workouts
› 13.5cm double reinforced swivel hook to support
heavy bags up to 100kg
› A foldable design that can be done without
removing bag for complete convenience

SIZES

http://corporate.rdxsports.com/technology/

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

High-Grade steel is rust proofed and built to manage some
serious heavy weight.

HANGER

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WALLMOUNT

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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YOU SEE
WB2-X5W

PC4-X1S

› Uniquely built RDX® iron strength punching bag

› HG-Steel™ built 4 strand chain for imperishable
power
› Powder coated hardware for a heavy bag chain
that resists wear and tear
› Strong swivel designed to handle up to 100kg
and to provide smooth rotation

bracket to hold up to 200lbs
› Designed with 6 bolt points for unbeatable
strength and security
› Foldable design which stores ush against the
wall to save space in the gym

SIZES

HEAVY BAGS

SIZES

ONE SIZE

PC6-X1S

ONE SIZE

WPB-X1W

› HG-Steel™ built 6 strand chain for unbreakable

› Constructed from Maya Hide™ treated leather
and nylon web straps for lasting durability
› D shackle with Red Oxide anti-rust coating ideal
for outdoors and all weather use
› Designed with maximum swing reduction without
the need to drill holes in the oor

strength
› Powder coated metal for punch bag chains that
endure all weather
› Strong steel swivel designed to handle up to
100kg heavy bags

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WE SEE

ONE SIZE

THERAPY
WPB-X1GL

DER-1NB

› Constructed from Maya Hide™ treated leather

BAG
ACCESSORIES
45

› Nylon built strap for a punch bag anchor rope
that resists every push and pull
› Made with durable hardware for equipment that
lasts and lasts
› Resizable height up to 48 inches to give athletes
complete adjustability

and nylon web straps for lasting durability
› D shackle with Red Oxide anti-rust coating ideal
for outdoors and all weather use
› Designed with maximum swing reduction without
the need to drill holes in the oor

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

ONE SIZE
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2: MMA & MUAY THAI
MMA GLOVES
Sparring Gloves
Training Gloves

#47
#48

COACHING EQUIPMENT
Kick Shields
Thai Pads

#49
#49

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Shin Guards
Elbow, Forearm & Knee Pads
Anklet

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

#50
#51
#53

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

GGL-T2GL

GGL-T1B

ghting gloves extremely long lasting
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ for triple layered
padding and protection
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet with
integrated Supremo-Shock™ Foam for optimum
shock resistance

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-T7GL

your hands dry to give you that essential edge in
combat.
› Unique secondary strap under the normal
Quick-EZ™ hook-and-loop closure ensures wrists
support

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-T7U
GGL-T3W

GGL-F3GL

› Handcrafted and authentic full-grain cowhide for

› 'IMT' gel integrated padding enables layers of

maximum durability
› Nylon mesh for thermal regulation and to wick
away moisture
› QD-2™ anti-microbial lining to keep grappling
gloves odour and bacteria free

shock absorption from the heaviest hits
› Handcrafted with authentic full-grain cowhide
leather
› Exclusive Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure
with duo-strap provides added wrist support and
comfort adjustability

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-T7R

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

TRAINING
GLOVES
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GGL-T9B

› 'IMT' gel integrated padding enables layers of

› Unbeatable leather construction withstands even

shock absorption from the heaviest hits
› Handcrafted with authentic full-grain cowhide
leather
› Exclusive Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop closure
with extra-long strap provides added wrist support
and comfort adjustability

the most extreme conditions
› Equipped with Shell-Shock™ gel and EVALUTION™ padding for the very best in shock
absorption
› Dual strap design ensures excellent t alongside
outstanding wrist support

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Maya Hide™ leather stubbornly resists wear and
tear
› PC-3™ contoured padding will align hands,
disperse shock and protect knuckles
› QD-2™ lining made with moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial properties

tear
› PC-3™ contoured padding will align hands,
disperse shock and protect knuckles
› QD-2™ lining made with moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial properties

GGR-T7GN
GGL-F2B

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Maya Hide™ leather stubbornly resists wear and

SIZES

SIZES

› Maya Hide™ leather stubbornly resists wear and
tear
› PC-3™ contoured padding will align hands,
disperse shock and protect knuckles
› QD-2™ lining made with moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial properties

› Made from sturdy and robust authentic leather
› O-Palm design improves your grip, and keeps

resistance
› Unrestricted palm opening and nger loops

SIZES

SIZES

GGL-T8W

› 100% cowhide leather built
› Shell ShockTM Gel slab padding for shock-

› Highly durable cowhide leather makes these

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-T7P
› Maya Hide™ leather stubbornly resists wear and
tear
› PC-3™ contoured padding will align hands,
disperse shock and protect knuckles
› QD-2™ lining made with moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial properties

› Maya Hide™ leather stubbornly resists wear and
tear
› PC-3™ contoured padding will align hands,
disperse shock and protect knuckles
› QD-2™ lining made with moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial properties

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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GGR-T6R

GGR-T6U

› Made from durable Maya Hide™ leather for

› Made from durable Maya Hide™ leather for

comfort and lasting performance
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ for the ultimate
padding and protection in battle
› Shock absorbent Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium
Sheet helps you withstand serious shock-impact

comfort and lasting performance
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ for the ultimate
padding and protection in battle
› Shock absorbent Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium
Sheet helps you withstand serious shock-impact

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

GGR-T6Y

GGR-F12R

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZES

JGG-J1GN

ONE SIZE

JGG-J2Y
› Crafted with the toughest Maya Hide™ leather
for Junior MMA gloves that last
› Tri-Slab™ triple layer padding for maximum
shock-dissipation
› QD-1™ lining with moisture wicking properties to
keep little hands dry

› Crafted with the toughest Maya Hide™ leather
for Junior MMA gloves that last
› Tri-Slab™ triple layer padding for maximum
shock-dissipation
› QD-1™ lining with moisture wicking properties to
keep little hands dry

SIZES

SIZES

› Crafted with the toughest Maya Hide™ leather
for Junior MMA gloves that last
› Tri-Slab™ triple layer padding for maximum
shock-dissipation
› QD-1™ lining with moisture wicking properties to
keep little hands dry

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather for resilient
MMA training gloves that last and last
› Contoured padding for unbeatable shock
absorption and cushioning against every blow
› D.Cut™ palm with ventilated thumb sheathe
for improved grip

comfort and lasting performance
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ for the ultimate
padding and protection in battle
› Shock absorbent Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium
Sheet helps you withstand serious shock-impact

JGG-J2P

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather for resilient
MMA training gloves that last and last
› Contoured padding for unbeatable shock
absorption and cushioning against every blow
› D.Cut™ palm with ventilated thumb sheathe
for improved grip
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Made from durable Maya Hide™ leather for

GGR-F12P

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

HOME OF BRITISH MMA

GGR-F12U

TRAINING
GLOVES
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GGR-F12B

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather for resilient
MMA training gloves that last and last
› Contoured padding for unbeatable shock
absorption and cushioning against every blow
› D.Cut™ palm with ventilated thumb sheathe
for improved grip
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

JGG-J2PL
› Crafted with the toughest Maya Hide™ leather
for Junior MMA gloves that last
› Tri-Slab™ triple layer padding for maximum
shock-dissipation
› QD-1™ lining with moisture wicking properties to
keep little hands dry

› Durable Maya Hide™ leather for resilient
MMA training gloves that last and last
› Contoured padding for unbeatable shock
absorption and cushioning against every blow
› D.Cut™ palm with ventilated thumb sheathe
for improved grip
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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SIZES

GLOVES

ONE SIZE
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KSR-T1W

KSR-T2R
› Curved anatomic kick shield is double-stitched

using patented Maya Hide™ leather
› Shell Shock™ GEL adds an extra barrage of
hi-tech shock-absorbency
› Additional Supremo-Shock™ Foam to absorb
shock and the toughest of impacts

using patented Maya Hide™ leather with added
handles
› Shell Shock™ GEL adds an extra barrage of
hi-tech shock-absorbency
› Additional Supremo-Shock™ Foam to absorb
shock and the toughest of impacts

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SGR-T1

APR-T1U
› Made with Maya Hide™ for kick pads that can

› Maya Hide™ shields the shock-absorbent nylo-

withstand any amount of Muay Thai wrecking
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ combined with
Supremo-Shock™ Foam for impact absorption
and protection
› Curved design to encourage proper form and to
endure heavy blows

withstand any amount of Muay Thai wrecking
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ combined with
Supremo-Shock™ Foam for impact absorption
and protection
› Curved design to encourage proper form and to
endure heavy blows

plastic outer
› Shell Shock™ GEL for cushioning and even
impact distribution
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam padding to effectively
absorb shock

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Maya Hide™ leather and neoprene stretch
material for combined performance
› Shell Shock™ GEL for cushioning and even
impact distribution
› QD-2™ lining with moisture wicking and antimicrobial properties to keep you clean and dry
SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SGR-T7R

› Made with Maya Hide™ for kick pads that can

SIZES

› Made from authentic cowhide leather for
unbeatable strength and resilience
› Tri-slab™ triple layered padding for extra
protection during MMA training
› Integrated Shell Shock™ GEL for maximum
shock absorption

› Handcrafted with authentic full-grain cowhide
leather and stitched with precision for long-lasting,
solid durability
› Tri-Slab™ Shell-Shock™ Gel integrated
padding to absorb high-intensity hits
› Quick-EZ™ Twin-strap directional Velcro
closure ensures easy application and secure t
SIZES

ONE SIZE

APR-T1R

SGL-T2W

SGL-T4W

› Curved anatomic kick shield is double-stitched

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WHEN
IN ‘DOUBT’
-- KNEE
APR-T3W

APR-T1W

› Made with Maya Hide™ leather for a durable
strike pad that won’t let you down
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet combined
with Supremo-Shock™ Foam for doubled-down
shock absorption and cushioning
› Oval-shaped design to align with the shape of
your arm

› Made with Maya Hide™ for kick pads that can

KICK&THAI
PADS
51

withstand any amount of Muay Thai wrecking
› GEL EFFICAX LINING™ combined with
Supremo-Shock™ Foam for impact absorption
and protection
› Curved design to encourage proper form and to
endure heavy blows

SHIN

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

GUARDS

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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SGN-T6B

› Pre-curved t made using with moisture wicking

› Made from lightweight carbon bre fabric for

lining
› Neoprene construction with at lock stitching
› Shell ShockTM gel Technology with Intelligent
Memory padding

lining
› Neoprene construction with at lock stitching
› Shell ShockTM gel Technology with Intelligent
Memory padding

comfortable wear
› EVA-LUTION™ foam padding for shock
reduction and even impact distribution
› No Instep

SIZES

|

L/XL

HYP-S3B
› Unlike any kind of protective gear you've seen
before - we present the Armoured Leg
› Made using hosiery stretch material to conform to
the shape of your leg and offers sweat wicking
abilities
TM
› EVA-LUTION shock-absorbent padding
throughout the knee, shins, and instep to promise
encompassed protection

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-S1B

SHIN
GUARDS
53

S/M

|

L/XL

HYP-S1R

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Made from lightweight carbon bre fabric for

fabric for resilience
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam padding to absorb
shock and evenly distribute impact
› Shell Shock™ GEL integrated layers to resist
high-intensity hits and blows

comfortable wear
› EVA-LUTION™ foam padding for shock
reduction and even impact distribution
› No Instep

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-S1U

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-K1R
› Made from resilient carbon bre fabric, woven

fabric for resilience
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam padding to absorb
shock and evenly distribute impact
› Shell Shock™ GEL integrated layers to resist
high-intensity hits and blows

fabric for resilience
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam padding to absorb
shock and evenly distribute impact
› Shell Shock™ GEL integrated layers to resist
high-intensity hits and blows

for added strength and performance
› Padded low prole knee area for maximum
mobility during training and workouts
› Ayz-F Elastic which moulds to the contour of
your leg for a snug t

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

› Made from resilient carbon bre fabric, woven
for added strength and performance
› Padded low prole knee area for maximum
mobility during training and workouts
› Ayz-F Elastic which moulds to the contour of
your leg for a snug t

SIZES

SIZES

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-K1B

HYP-SU

› Made from super lightweight woven carbon bre

› Made from super lightweight woven carbon bre

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Made from lightweight carbon bre fabric for
comfortable wear
› EVA-LUTION™ foam padding for shock
reduction and even impact distribution
› No Instep
SIZES

› Made from super lightweight woven carbon bre

SIZES

HYP-SR

SIZES

SIZES

S/M

SIZES

HYP-SB

SGN-T6R

› Pre-curved t made using with moisture wicking

HYP-K1U
› Made from resilient carbon bre fabric, woven
for added strength and performance
› Padded low prole knee area for maximum
mobility during training and workouts
› Ayz-F Elastic which moulds to the contour of
your leg for a snug t

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

KNEE & ELBOW
GUARDS
54

HYP-E3B

SIZES

› Dri-Fit moisture-management with soft synthetic

before - we present the Armoured Arm
› Made using hosiery stretch material to conform to
the shape of your arm and offers sweat wicking
abilities
› EVA-LUTIONTM shock-absorbent padding
throughout the elbow, forearm and inner gloves
promises encompassed protection

padding to protect elbows
› Compression sleeve design to encourage better
blood ow
› Low prole contour for efcient cushioning and
performance

construction
› Extra-Light Carbon Fibre Padding
› Low-prole construction Pads with rm Forearm
Pads

HYP-ER

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-EU

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-AU

padding to protect elbows
› Compression sleeve design to encourage better
blood ow
› Low prole contour for efcient cushioning and
performance

padding to protect elbows
› Compression sleeve design to encourage better
blood ow
› Low prole contour for efcient cushioning and
performance

stretchiness and resilience against wear
› Unique batwing design to conform to the ankle
and keep it in place
› Easy Slipastic™ slip-on feature for hassle-free
application and removal

SIZES

HYP-FB

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-FR

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ABO
› Stretchable polyester fabric mix for optimum

construction
› Extra-Light Carbon Fibre Padding
› Low-prole construction Pads with rm Forearm
Pads

construction
› Extra-Light Carbon Fibre Padding
› Low-prole construction Pads with rm Forearm
Pads

stretchiness and resilience against wear
› Unique batwing design to conform to the ankle
and keep it in place
› Easy Slipastic™ slip-on feature for hassle-free
application and removal

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SIZES

› Stretchable polyester fabric mix for optimum
stretchiness and resilience against wear
› Unique batwing design to conform to the ankle
and keep it in place
› Easy Slipastic™ slip-on feature for hassle-free
application and removal
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-ABGN

› Dri-Fit moisture-management with soft synthetic

SIZES

› Stretchable polyester fabric mix for optimum
stretchiness and resilience against wear
› Unique batwing design to conform to the ankle
and keep it in place
› Easy Slipastic™ slip-on feature for hassle-free
application and removal
SIZES

› Dri-Fit moisture-management with soft synthetic

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

HYP-AB

› Stretchable polyester fabric mix for optimum

SIZES

› Stretchable polyester fabric mix for optimum
stretchiness and resilience against wear
› Unique batwing design to conform to the ankle
and keep it in place
› Easy Slipastic™ slip-on feature for hassle-free
application and removal
SIZES

SIZES

› Comes with lightweight carbon bre fabric

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE
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SIZES

› Comes with lightweight carbon bre fabric

SIZES

GUARDS

HYP-ARW

HYP-FU

› Comes with lightweight carbon bre fabric

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

FOREARM

HYP-EB

› Unlike any kind of protective gear you've seen

ANKLET

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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BJJ SUIT SIZE CHART IN CM
SIZE CHARTS

A0

A1

A2

A3

A4

A

150cm

156cm

162cm

168cm

176cm
89cm

B

72cm

75cm

80cm

83cm

C

50cm

54cm

57cm

60cm

65cm

D

88cm

92cm

94cm

100cm

106cm

E

55cm

57cm

59cm

64cm

69cm

BJJ-S1B
› Pre-shrunk 550 GSM Pearl Weave made of 100%
high-grade cotton that doesn’t tap to wear-and-tear
› Gi with full Lycra Rash Guard minimizes mat burn,
modulates body heat and wicks sweat
› Anti-Microbial Treatment combats sweat odour and
keeps your training as hygienic as possible
SIZES

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

BJJ SUIT SIZE CHART IN CM
SIZE CHARTS

A0

A1

A2

A3

A4

A

150cm

156cm

162cm

168cm

176cm
89cm

B

72cm

75cm

80cm

83cm

C

50cm

54cm

57cm

60cm

65cm

D

88cm

92cm

94cm

100cm

106cm

E

55cm

57cm

59cm

64cm

69cm

BJJ-S3U
› Pre-shrunk 550 GSM Pearl Weave made of 100%
high-grade cotton that doesn’t tap to wear-and-tear
› Gi with part Rash Guard minimizes mat burn, feels
pleasant and wicks sweat
› Anti-Microbial Treatment combats sweat odour and
keeps your training as hygienic as possible
SIZES

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

BJJ SUIT SIZE CHART IN CM
SIZE CHARTS

A0

A1

A2

A3

A4

A

150cm

156cm

162cm

168cm

176cm
89cm

B

72cm

75cm

80cm

83cm

C

50cm

54cm

57cm

60cm

65cm

D

88cm

92cm

94cm

100cm

106cm

E

55cm

57cm

59cm

64cm

69cm

BJJ-S2W
› Pre-shrunk 550 GSM Pearl Weave made of 100%
high-grade cotton that doesn’t tap to wear-and-tear
› Thick lapels make it almost impossible to grip and
retains shape and thickness for the longest time
› Anti-Microbial Treatment combats sweat odour and
keeps your training as hygienic as possible
SIZES

A0

57

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

JIU JITSU
SUITS
58

BJJ-B1B

BJJ-B1P

› 100% cotton build ensures quality that will roll with you for endless

› 100% cotton build ensures quality that will roll with you for endless
sessions
› 4.5cm wide to t the palms of your hands with ease and comfort
› 0.5 cm thick won’t succumb to the pressures and vigor of BJJ

sessions
› 4.5cm wide to t the palms of your hands with ease and comfort
› 0.5 cm thick won’t succumb to the pressures and vigor of BJJ

Comes in sizes: A0-A4

Comes in sizes: A0-A4

Available in all required level colours to represent your pool of experience

Available in all required level colours to represent your pool of experience

SIZES

SIZES

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

BJJ-B1W

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

BJJ-B1N

› 100% cotton build ensures quality that will roll with you for endless

› 100% cotton build ensures quality that will roll with you for endless
sessions
› 4.5cm wide to t the palms of your hands with ease and comfort
› 0.5 cm thick won’t succumb to the pressures and vigor of BJJ

sessions
› 4.5cm wide to t the palms of your hands with ease and comfort
› 0.5 cm thick won’t succumb to the pressures and vigor of BJJ

Comes in sizes: A0-A4

Comes in sizes: A0-A4

Available in all required level colours to represent your pool of experience

Available in all required level colours to represent your pool of experience

SIZES

SIZES

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

A0

|

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

A4

BJJ-B1U
› 100% cotton build ensures quality that will roll with you for endless
sessions
› 4.5cm wide to t the palms of your hands with ease and comfort
› 0.5 cm thick won’t succumb to the pressures and vigor of BJJ
Comes in sizes: A0-A4

JIU JITSU
BELTS
59

Available in all required level colours to represent your pool of experience

SIZES

A0

|

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

A1

|

A2

|

A3

|

BLACK BELTS OF QUALITY

A4

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

JIU JITSU
BELTS
60

4: TAEKWONDO
GLOVES
Training Gloves

#61

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Chest Guards
Shin Guards

#63
#64

COACHING EQUIPMENT
TKD PAD

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

#65

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SCG-X2R

SCG-X2U

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCG-X2B

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even
impact distribution
› Supremo-ShockTM Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCM-X1B
› Made from tough Maya HideTM leather for

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even
impact distribution
› Supremo-ShockTM Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even
impact distribution
› Supremo-ShockTM Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

TGR-T1B

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

TGR-T1W

› Handcrafted using resilient Maya Hide™ that

› Handcrafted using resilient Maya Hide™ that
stubbornly resists wear & tear for a long-lasting
durable life
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA-LUTION™ pads
the knuckles to cushion against heavy shockimpact
› 4-way breathable stretch fabric comfortably
compresses the hand while offering moisture
wicking ability

stubbornly resists wear & tear for a long-lasting
durable life
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA-LUTION™ pads
the knuckles to cushion against heavy shockimpact
› 4-way breathable stretch fabric comfortably
compresses the hand while offering moisture
wicking ability

SIZES

› Made from tough Maya HideTM leather for

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

61

SCM-X1R

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even impact
distribution
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

SCM-X1U

TAEKWONDO

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Made from tough Maya HideTM leather for

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

› Handcrafted using resilient Maya Hide™ that
stubbornly resists wear & tear for a long-lasting
durable life
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA-LUTION™ pads
the knuckles to cushion against heavy shockimpact
› 4-way breathable stretch fabric comfortably
compresses the hand while offering moisture
wicking ability

stubbornly resists wear & tear for a long-lasting
durable life
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA-LUTION™ pads
the knuckles to cushion against heavy shockimpact
› 4-way breathable stretch fabric comfortably
compresses the hand while offering moisture
wicking ability

SIZES

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for

SIZES

TGR-T1U

› Handcrafted using resilient Maya Hide™ that

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even impact
distribution
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

unbeatable durability
› Unique moulded design for comfort and even impact
distribution
› Supremo-Shock™ Foam to cushion your hands
and disperse shock

SIZES

TGR-T1R

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

TGR-T1P

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

TGR-T2W
› Our Maya Hide™ leather is crafted to the
highest quality for durability and longevity
› EVA-LUTION™ padding uses the very latest in
shock-absorption technology to protect your st
and maximize defensive movements
› For unrivaled comfort and ease-of-t, we use
advanced fabrics and innovative construction

› Handcrafted using resilient Maya Hide™ that

stubbornly resists wear & tear for a long-lasting
durable life
› Highly shock-absorbent EVA-LUTION™ pads
the knuckles to cushion against heavy shockimpact
› 4-way breathable stretch fabric comfortably
compresses the hand while offering moisture
wicking ability

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

TAEKWONDO

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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SCC-T2U

SCC-T2R

› Stubborn
and frustratingly durable patent, Maya
TM

Hide leather, is the material of the future and is
almost unbreakable
› Maya HideTM leather neck protector is lled with
shock-absorbent Supremo Shock Foam for
protection against TKD strikes
› 18mm compressed EVA-LUTIONTM foam
laminated with 8mm of Supremo Shock Foam

S/M

SIZES

|

L/XL

SCC-T1R

Hide leather, is the material of the future and is
almost unbreakable
› Maya HideTM leather neck protector is lled with
shock-absorbent Supremo Shock Foam for
protection against TKD strikes
› 18mm compressed EVA-LUTIONTM foam
laminated with 8mm of Supremo Shock Foam

SIZES

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCS-X3R

TAEKWONDO

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

63

L/XL

SIZES

Hide leather, is the material of the future and is
almost unbreakable
› Maya HideTM leather neck protector is lled with
shock-absorbent Supremo Shock Foam for
protection against TKD strikes
› 18mm compressed EVA-LUTIONTM foam
laminated with 8mm of Supremo Shock Foam

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCS-X3B

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCS-X2B

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCS-X2U

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection
SIZES

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCB-X3U

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCB-X3B

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long
lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

SIZES

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection
SIZES

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

› Stubborn
and frustratingly durable patent, Maya
TM

› Made from tough Maya Hide™ leather for
long lasting durability
› Unique contour design aligns with the shin for
optimum protection
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection
SIZES

|

SCC-T1U

› Stubborn
and frustratingly durable patent, Maya
TM

Hide leather, is the material of the future and is
almost unbreakable
› Maya HideTM leather neck protector is lled with
shock-absorbent Supremo Shock Foam for
protection against TKD strikes
› 18mm compressed EVA-LUTIONTM foam
laminated with 8mm of Supremo Shock Foam

S/M

SIZES

SCS-X2R

SCS-X3U

› Stubborn
and frustratingly durable patent, Maya
TM

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

TAEKWONDO

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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SCB-X3R

SCB-X2U

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long
lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCB-X2R

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SCB-X2B

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long

› Made from resilient Maya Hide™ leather for long
lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

lasting durability
› Unique moulded design helps to evenly distribute
shock throughout instep
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to disperse impact for
maximum protection

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

EVA-LUTION

› Made from resilient Maya
Hide™ leather for long lasting
durability

SCT-T1B

TAEKWONDO

TM

› Tough Maya Hide™ leather construction protects
the interior of these super shock-absorbent thigh-pads
› Unique moulded design contours with the thigh for
optimum protection
› Shock-resistant mould consolidates impact charged
molecules

LIFT HARD,
LIFT HEAVY

› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM to
disperse impact for maximum
protection

FITNESS

SIZES

ONE SIZE

65
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+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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5: FITNESS
Weight Lifting Gloves
Lifting Belts
Lifting Gear
Knee Wraps

#67
#73
#80
#84

ACCESSORIES
Attachments
Jump Ropes
Fitness Bags
Weighted Items
Neoprene Supports

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

#84
#87
#90
#92
#94

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

WGL-S11WB

WGL-S12TN

› Perfect as power lifting gloves or crosst gloves
› Metallic and authentic leather combine for a truly

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

67

SIZES

WGL-L1W

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WGS-F5O

› Made from Suede and authentic leather, backed

› Authentic leather build feels great against the

› High quality cowhide leather for tough tness

by 3mm of EVA foam for ease in work-out
› Lycra webbing allows breathability and
stretching
› Thumb is made of half and half 4-way
breathable fabric Amara fabric

skin, and offers durability that is unheard of
› 3mm EVA stufng under leather and Suede
cushions against heavy weights and uncomfy
pressure
› Suede grip ghts calluses while promoting a
stronger grip hold and good hygiene

gloves with maximum staying power
› 4 way stretch ex panel to mould to your hand
shape and enhance movement
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop strap for adjustable
comfort and wrist support to protect from injury

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,
lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WGL-S14G

GLOVES

WGL-S14TN

› High quality, 100% genuine cowhide leather for
durability
› Shell Shock™ gel Equilibrium Sheet padding to
absorb shock and aid in grip
› Long wrist wrap to offer maximum adjustability
and effective support for wrists

these patent pending gloves superbly durable without
compromising breath ability
› Suede grip palm offers an unbreakable hold on the
weight, rod or bar of your choice
› Leather made Quick-EZTM strap conveniently hooks
to the elasticated band, providing minimal wristsupport and easy on/off application

SIZES

WGL-S12G

WEIGHT
LIFTING

› Authentic leather over 4-way stretch fabric makes

by 3mm of EVA foam for ease in work-out
› Lycra webbing allows breathability and
stretching
› Thumb is made of half and half 4-way
breathable fabric Amara fabric

stylish workout glove
› Breathable fabric keeps sweat away from your
skin

WGL-L7R

WGL-S15G

› Made from Suede and authentic leather, backed

WGL-S15TN

WGS-F5R

› Authentic leather over 4-way stretch fabric makes

› Authentic leather build feels great against the

these patent pending gloves superbly durable without
compromising breath ability
› Suede grip palm offers an unbreakable hold on the
weight, rod or bar of your choice
› Leather made Quick-EZTM strap conveniently hooks
to the elasticated band, providing minimal wristsupport and easy on/off application

skin, and offers durability that is unheard of
› 3mm EVA stufng under leather and Suede
cushions against heavy weights and uncomfy
pressure
› Suede grip ghts calluses while promoting a
stronger grip hold and good hygiene

WGS-F5GN

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,
lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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WGS-F11W

69

WGS-F44O

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SIZES

WGS-F11P

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WGS-F23W

WGS-F23B

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SIZES

WGS-F6O

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,
lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Suede palm grip offers sweat absorption and
zero-slip grip
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip
SIZES

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

WGS-F6U

GLOVES

WGS-F6P

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

WGS-F11GN

WEIGHT
LIFTING

WGS-F11Y

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,
lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

WGS-F12R

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Palm surface incorporates rubberised grip with
5mm cushion
› Nylon dots across the palm ensures maximum
grip

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

WGS-F12U
› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to
the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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WGS-F12GN

71

WGS-F24W

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

the hand, is lightweight and stretchable
› Goat leather nger webbing ensures superb
resiliency and a non-tear quality during heavy
weight lifting
› Black suede leather with 3mm padding
underneath offers cushioning and no-slip grip

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Suede palm surface manages sweat while
providing solid grip
› 5mm cushion under grip allows comfort and

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WGS-F3O
› Thin and stretchable Lycra fabric compresses

the hands while ensuring cool-air intake while
expelling moisture build-up
› 5mm foam slice under the rubberised grip not
only maximizes your hold on the weights
› Nylon mesh maximizes heat expulsion

the hands while ensuring cool-air intake while
expelling moisture build-up
› 5mm foam slice under the rubberised grip not
only maximizes your hold on the weights
› Nylon mesh maximizes heat expulsion

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,
lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Suede palm surface manages sweat while
providing solid grip
› 5mm cushion under grip allows comfort and

relief from heavy pressure

relief from heavy pressure

SIZES

› Thin and stretchable Lycra fabric compresses

SIZES
SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

WGS-F43U

WGS-F42Y

› Superior grip with full Suede palm coverage
› Breathable Lycra for moisture wicking comfort
› Designed to offer multi-functionality to wearers.

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves are the most
pleasant and breathable gloves to the touch and feel
› Suede all through the palm provides a vice grip that
is not easily broken unless you will it
› Extended leather wrist strap supports and stabilizes
the wrists for better posture and maximum lifting
prowess

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WGS-F22O

GLOVES

WGS-F24B

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

WGS-F3GN

WEIGHT
LIFTING

WGS-F12PR

› Lycra fabric weight lifting gloves conforms to

WGS-F21GN

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

› Lycra fabric gloves offer a compressional feel,

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Suede palm surface manages sweat while
providing solid grip
› 5mm cushion under grip allows comfort and

lightly keeping hand integrity intact
› Suede palm surface manages sweat while
providing solid grip
› 5mm cushion under grip allows comfort and

relief from heavy pressure

WGS-F41R

WGL-S2B

› Suede fabric offers total palm protection
› Full-hand Lycra coverage for improved

› High quality cowhide leather for tough tness
gloves
› Reinforced stitching and anatomically curved
design for added grip
› Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-loop strap for adjustable
comfort and wrist support to protect from injury

ventilation
› Dual Hook-and-loop closure for modulation
with extended wrist strap

relief from heavy pressure

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

LEATHER BELT

LEATHER BELTS SIZE CHART IN INCHES
SIZE CHARTS

WAIST SIZES

SIZE CHARTS

WAIST SIZES

SMALL

24”

-

29”

SMALL

24”

-

28”

MEDIUM

29”

-

34”

MEDIUM

28”

-

32”

LARGE

34”

-

39”

LARGE

32”

-

36”

X-LARGE

39”

-

44”

X-LARGE

36”

-

40”

2X-LARGE

44”

-

50”

2X-LARGE

40”

-

45”

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WBL-4A

WBL-6RN

WBL-4AB

› Highest quality NAPPA calf-leather that is soft
and durable.
› Industrial grade, rust proof, steel buckle with
roller that can last years.
› Embossed RDX logo on the inside for a
premium look.

WBL-6EB

LIFTING

› Highest quality NAPPA calf-leather that is soft
and durable.
› Industrial grade, rust proof, steel buckle with
roller that can last years.
› Embossed RDX logo on the inside for a
premium look.

WBL-4EB

› NAPPA leather for soft and smooth feel
› Additional layer of buffalo leather for shape

› NAPPA leather for soft and smooth feel
› Additional layer of buffalo leather for shape

retention and sturdiness
› Extra padding on back for enhanced stress relief

retention and sturdiness
› Extra padding on back for enhanced stress relief

BELTS
73

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WBL-4RN

› Oil tanned Nubuck leather for a weight lifting
belt that offers padded protection
› Soft to touch yet a durable design that will last
many years
› Contoured design to follow the natural curves of
your back and abdomen area

WBS-6RB
› Oil tanned Nubuck leather construction with a
gel-like touch to support and cushion
› Designed to be soft on the skin yet completely
indestructible in the gym
› Contoured design to mould to your body and
give you the ultimate comfort

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Oil tanned Nubuck leather for a weight lifting
belt that offers padded protection
› Highly shock absorbent leather to reduce strain,
pain or fatigue when you’re lifting
› Contoured design to follow the natural curves of
your back and abdomen area

WBS-4RB
› Made with authentic suede cowhide leather for
durability and resilience
› Special carbon bre padding for improved
support and stress reduction
› QD-1™ inner lining with moisture management
to keep you dry and healthy

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

LIFTING
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SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

M

L

XL

30”-35”

35”-40”

40”-45”

SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

26”-30”

30”-34”

34”-38”

38”-42”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBS-4PB

WBN5-9CGN

› A heavy duty powerlifting and weight lifting belt

› Super tough locking mechanism stands up to
rigorous workouts
› EVA-SHEET technology gives the maximum support
and helps to prevent injury
› Neoprene material makes this gym belt comfortable
to wear during extended training

measuring 4 inches wide
› 8-Step adjustability system with 1-inch distance for
perfect support
› Made with four layers of suede leather for enhanced
durability

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

LEATHER BELT 4” SIZE CHART IN INCHES
SIZE CHARTS

WAIST SIZES

MEDIUM

30”

-

35”

LARGE

35”

-

40”

X-LARGE

40”

-

45”

SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

27”-33”

31”-37”

35”-41”

39”-45”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBL-4PN

WBN-4RB

› Exclusive Nubuck oil-tanned leather for maximum

› Made from neoprene for a gym belt that is both
durable and exible
› Wide belt design measuring 4.5” to provide a good
level of back support
› Rubberized grip straps in the centre of the belt for
compactness and support

shock absorption
› Intelligently contoured design to follow the shape of
your back for a comfortable t
› Anti-microbial treated fabric to help prevent from
germ or odour build-up

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZE CHARTS
SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

26”-30”

30”-34”

34”-38”

38”-42”

WAIST

XS

S

M

L

XL

26”-30” 30”-34” 34”-38” 38”-42” 42”-46”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBN-9CG

WBN-8DG

› Super tough locking mechanism stands up to

LIFTING
BELTS
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› RDX EVA-SHEET technology provides effective
support and stress relief
› Patent pending mechanism makes adjustments
simple
› Super durable materials and stitching ensure this
weight training belt is built to last

rigorous workouts
› EVA-SHEET technology gives the maximum support
and helps to prevent injury
› Neoprene material makes this gym belt comfortable
to wear during extended training

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

XSMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE
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SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

XS

S

M

L

XL

26”-30” 30”-34” 34”-38” 38”-42” 42”-46”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBN-8DGN
› Overlapping Patent Pending double-closure system
with HG-Steel™ slide bar buckle
› Angled design with lumbar support lightly clings to
body to provide support for rear and hips
› EVA-SHEET provides effective support and stress
relief
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

26”-30”

30”-34”

34”-38”

38”-42”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBN6-9CG
› Super tough locking mechanism stands up to
rigorous workouts
› EVA-SHEET technology gives the maximum support
and helps to prevent injury
› Neoprene material makes this gym belt comfortable
to wear during extended training
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZE CHARTS

WAIST SIZES

SMALL

27”

MEDIUM

31”

LARGE

35”

-

41”

X-LARGE

39”

-

45”

-

33”
37”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBN-5DB

LIFTING
BELTS
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› Made from NEO-1™, a exible and durable
neoprene material
› Extra wide design measuring 5.5” for a back support
belt that gives you cushioning
› Unique contour to t the natural shape of your back
and hips
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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LEATHER BELT

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

LEATHER BELT 6” SIZE CHART IN INCHES

BELT SIZES

WAIST SIZES

MEDIUM

32”

-

36”

SIZE CHARTS

WAIST SIZES

LARGE

36”

-

40”

SMALL

24”

-

X-LARGE

40”

-

44”

MEDIUM

28”

-

32”

LARGE

32”

-

36”

X-LARGE

36”

-

42”

2X-LARGE

42”

-

46”

WBL-4LN

28”

WBN-6DP

› Oil-tanned Nubuck leather for outstanding shock

› Nylon outer construction for an abrasion-resistant
belt that lasts and lasts
› HG-Steel™ steel chain with speed clip and Dshackle for unbreakable hardware
› Contoured design to conform naturally to your lower
back position

absorption and protection
› Advanced lever closure system for improved
strength and quick on/off action
› Measuring 4” in width and 10mm in thickness for
ergonomic sizing yet enough back support

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

LEATHER BELT

ONE SIZE

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

BELT SIZES

WAIST SIZES

MEDIUM

32”

-

36”

LARGE

36”

-

40”

X-LARGE

40”

-

44”

SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

S

M

L

XL

30”-34” 34”-38” 38”-42” 42”-46”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBL-4LB

NPB-X2B

› Special oil-tanned Nubuck leather for improved

› NEO-1™ neoprene for comfort, breathability and a
material that hugs the body
› Special padding with a carbon bre stays to improve
posture
› Two exible steel spinal cord sprints to stop you from
slouching

shock-absorption and stability
› Exclusive RDX level closure belt with perfect size of
4” width and 10mm thickness
› Advanced Leclo™ closure system for rapidloosening ability and improved strength

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

SIZE CHARTS
WAIST

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE

S

M

L

XL

27”-33”

31”-37”

35”-41”

39”-45”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

WBN-4DP

WAN-H1

› Nylon outer layer for abrasion resistance and

LIFTING

SIZES

BELTS
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› Made from high performance neoprene for durability
and resilience
› Exclusive three layer padding for multidirectional
cushioning and protection
› 28 inch chromed HG-Steel™ constructed chains and
D shackles for unbreakable power

improved durability
› Tough Polypropylene webbing for added strength
and resilience
› HG-Steel™ steel chain with speed clip and Dshackle for shatterproof hardware

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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WAN-W12R

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WAN-W1B

SIZES

81

ONE SIZE

WAN-W11B

WAN-W14B
› Long-lasting and highly durable Neoprene

› Long-lasting and highly durable Neoprene
material coupled with polyestic nylon
› Neoprene coated wrist-straps are padded to
cushion against pressure and absorb shock .
› Palm-strap is ergonomically designed to ll in
the spaces between the weights and hands

material coupled with polyestic nylon
› Neoprene coated wrist-straps are padded to
cushion against pressure and absorb shock .
› Ergonomically designed to ll in the spaces
between the weights and hands

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

STRAPS

ONE SIZE

› Includes Max-Grip wrist pad
› High-quality cotton-built
› Sweat wicking properties

SIZES

WAH-W3BO

straps
› Elasticized 4-nger support

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› High-quality built material
› Distinct Coarse leather used
› Sweat wicking properties

› Genuine Cowhide leather
› Distinct Coarse leather used outside of the

SIZES

SIZES

WAN-W2P

WAN-L1B

› Max-ShockTM Gel Technology
› Max-Grip for additional strength
› Rubber strip provides a no-slip grip

› Include Grip Flex™ wrist pad
› High-quality cotton-buil
› Elasticized 4-nger support

stubbornly resilient product life
› Strap easily wraps around bar 2-3 times for a
rm grip
› Never worry about strap digging into your skin
thanks to the concentrated neoprene in the center
of strap for cushioning

LIFTING

WAH-W2B

WAN-W2BR

› Nylon+polyester build offers a long-lasting and

ONE SIZE

WAH-W3BG

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WAN-W5B

WAN-W8B

› Heavy duty 3" wide and 17” extended length,

› Heavy duty 3" wide and 17” extended length,

› Shell Shock™ GEL technology for weight lifting

One size t all
› Constructed from a heavy blend cotton-eglantine
for maximum support
› Thumb loops with extra length Velcro to ensure
they never shift

One size t all
› Constructed from a heavy blend cotton-eglantine
for maximum support
› Thumb loops with extra length Velcro to ensure
they never shift

straps that protect against shock and impact
› Grip Flex™ special grip-oriented design to
ensure safety and security with every lift
› Unique rubber strip design for non-slip action
during workouts

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Made from high quality nylon for durability and
long lasting performance
› Shock absorbent lining with neoprene padding
for extra cushioning and wrist protection
› Coated steel hooks to help guide and improve
your grip when lifting
SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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WAN-W15R

WAN-W15GN

WAH-K3GN

WAH-K3BG

› Long-lasting and highly durable Neoprene

› Long-lasting and highly durable Neoprene

› Heavy duty elastic to provide effective

material coupled with polyestic nylon
› Neoprene coated wrist-straps are padded to
cushion against pressure and absorb shock
› Quick-EZTM Velcro closure enables easy on and
off application and adjustability

material coupled with polyestic nylon
› Neoprene coated wrist-straps are padded to
cushion against pressure and absorb shock
› Quick-EZTM Velcro closure enables easy on and
off application and adjustability

cryotherapy and compression for your knees
› Super tight extreme rubber strands for knee
wraps that offer the ultimate rebound
› Advanced grip which eradicates the need for
chalking the knees before your workout

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WAN-W9B
hand
› "No-Slip" Custom Engineered Material

ONE SIZE

WAH-K1W

› Supplied as a pair and can be used in a variety

› Shell Shock™ GEL technology to successfully

of lifting scenarios and with various techniques
› Gym grips are ergonomic and exible
› Foam and rubber combo ensures perfect
gripping form to allow you to concentrate on the
lift

obliterate shock and to prevent injuries
› Anatomically curved to follow the natural shape
of your leg and to provide optimum t
› Intelligent lining with moisture wicking
capabilities to keep you dry and sweat free

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WAH-K2B

WRP-G1B

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

› Scientically Developed Reverse Grip
› The hook is set "in" towards the palm of your

› Heavy duty elastic to provide effective
cryotherapy and compression for your knees
› Super tight extreme rubber strands for knee
wraps that offer the ultimate rebound
› Advanced grip which eradicates the need for
chalking the knees before your workout

ONE SIZE

› Max-ShockTM Gel Technology
› Grip FlexTM rubber for additional strength
› Rubber strip provides a no-slip grip

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WAN-A2B

LIFTING STRAPS
& ACCESSORIES
83

› Durable and very durable neoprene material in
combination with Nylon polyestic
› Neoprene coated with ankle straps are
supplemented (with neoprene) to cushion
pressure
› Treated with Hg-rust formula 7mm caliber hook
easily applicable to the gym

KNEE

SIZES

WRAPS

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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WAN-A1B

› Maya Hide™ leather for durable straps that will

SIDES

SIZES

SIZES

LEFT

|

RIGHT

WAC-AB1

ONE SIZE

SIZES

24” - 25”

|

34” - 35”

ONE SIZE

› Built out of Nylon
› Top-quality Coarse leather
› Elite-quality Elasticized 4-nger support

your weight and withstand wear and tear
› Integrated padded elbow sleeve pockets for
comfort during workouts
› Oversized D-ring connector to t with any size
bars in your gym

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

WAC-B1R

ABI-X1B

› Shell-ShockTM Gel Technology
› Standard bars with extra-long 16" pad
› Features an easy on-off full length Quick-EzTM

› High quality nylon belt design, iron built for

85

› 15” high-quality rope
› Easy hook up with large carabineer
› Trice Rope to perform variety of exercises

WAN-W3B

› Made with heavy duty nylon supports to hold

ACCESSORIES

WA-R1

› Easy hook up with large carabineer
› Thick rope with rubber ends
› Trice Rope to perform variety of exercises

support your weight and resist wear and tear
› Soft cushioning that offers both sweat resistance
and rip resistance
› Extra wide straps with thick padding to provide
your arms with cushioning and comfort

use
› 12" long & 4" width

WEIGHTLIFTING

WA-R1

WAC-AB2

› Shock-absorbent padding for improved stability
› Adjustable Quick EzTM Velcro ankle and thigh

incredible durability
› Strong and super exible neoprene neck and
elbow pads for comfort and performance
› Perforated belt for enhanced breath ability and
ventilation

SIZES

Velcro closure

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

FOCUS.
STAY THE LINE.
REPEAT
REPEAT.

ACCESSORIES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

WEIGHTLIFTING
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SRI-C4U

SRI-C4S

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

light but super-durable
› Handles are made heavier, and comer than
others thanks to aluminum build and superb
gripping texture
› Comes with special Alan Key tool for convenient
rope adjustment to t your size

light but super-durable
› Handles are made heavier, and comer than
others thanks to aluminum build and superb
gripping texture
› Comes with special Alan Key tool for convenient
rope adjustment to t your size

light but super-durable
› Aluminum based handles offer a light jumping
experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SRI-C3U

SRI-C3B

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

light but super-durable
› Handles are made heavier, and comer than
others thanks to aluminum build and superb
gripping texture
› Comes with special Alan Key tool for convenient
rope adjustment to t your size

light but super-durable
› Aluminum based handles offer a light jumping
experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

light but super-durable
› Sleek handles are lightly weighted and made
using aluminum
› Special rubber coating ensures a sweat free, noslip grip whilst skipping

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SRI-C2GL
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SIZES

ONE SIZE

SRI-C2S

SRI-C4B

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is
light but super-durable
› Sleek handles are lightly weighted and made
using aluminum
› Special rubber coating ensures a sweat free, noslip grip whilst skipping

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ROPES

SRI-C3S

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

SIZES

JUMP

SRI-C2B

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

SRI-C2U

ONE SIZE

SRI-C5B

SRI-C5P

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

light but super-durable
› Aluminum based handles offer a light jumping
experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

light but super-durable
› Aluminum based handles offer a light jumping
experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

light but super-durable
› Light polymer based handles offer a light
jumping experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is
light but super-durable
› Sleek handles are lightly weighted and made
using aluminum
› Special rubber coating ensures a sweat free, noslip grip whilst skipping

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is
light but super-durable
› Light polymer based handles offer a light
jumping experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation
SIZES

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

JUMP
ROPES
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SRI-C5U

FB-25KGN

CRI-C5R
› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Designed with thick foam jacket and sand lling

light but super-durable
› Light polymer based handles offer a light
jumping experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

light but super-durable
› Light polymer based handles offer a light
jumping experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

for efcient performance
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM under layer for shock
resistance and cushioning whilst training
› Exclusive high quality RDX® Zipper closure for
easy opening and closing of the lid

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

SRI-C5G

25KG

ONE SIZE

SRX-L2

FB-15KO

light but super-durable
› Light polymer based handles offer a light
jumping experience and ts perfectly within hands
› Special ball bearing design with adjustability
mechanism offers convenience (for size) and
unfailing rotation

rope that boasts lasting performance
› Wood based handles for unbeatable non-slip
hold.
› Adjustable weights in the handles for customized
training

for efcient performance
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM under layer for shock
resistance and cushioning whilst training
› Exclusive high quality RDX® Zipper closure for
easy opening and closing of the lid

SIZES

› Designed with thick foam jacket and sand lling
for efcient performance
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM under layer for shock
resistance and cushioning whilst training
› Exclusive high quality RDX® Zipper closure for
easy opening and closing of the lid
SIZES

15KG

ONE SIZE

SRX-L1

10KG

FB-5KN

› Made from 100% cowhide leather for a jumping

89

FB-10KY

› Designed with thick foam jacket and sand lling

ONE SIZE

ROPES

20KG

› Made from 100% cowhide leather for a jumping

SIZES

› Designed with thick foam jacket and sand lling
for efcient performance
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM under layer for shock
resistance and cushioning whilst training
› Exclusive high quality RDX® Zipper closure for
easy opening and closing of the lid
SIZES

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

SIZES

JUMP

FB-20KU

› Adjustable 3000mm PVC coated steel wire is

› Designed with thick foam jacket and sand lling
for efcient performance
› EVA-LUTION™ FOAM under layer for shock
resistance and cushioning whilst training
› Exclusive high quality RDX® Zipper closure for
easy opening and closing of the lid

rope that boasts lasting performance
› Wood based handles for unbeatable non-slip
hold.
› Adjustable weights in the handles for customized
training

SIZES

SIZES

5KG

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

FITNESS

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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MBR-5KM

CBE-X1W

› Original cowhide leather over top is handstitched
› 1.2mm Leather-X Technology treated Leather

› Exclusive RDX® bomb-proof construction chin
up bar to take up to 150kg in weight
› Grip Flex™ padding for improved comfort and a
solid grip for the user
› Universal bar diameter of 3.175cm perfect for all
hand sizes

with CN-3 backing

› Textured grip for strong grip

SIZES

SIZES

5KG

|

8KG

|

10KG

|

12KG

CBP-X2W

ONE SIZE

CBP-X1W

› Made from high grade HG-Steel™ for

› Constructed from high grade HG-Steel™ for
unbreakable strength
› Red Oxide treated steel to prevent corrosion and
rust
› Maya Hide™ leather arm pads for a dip bar
station that will last and last

unbreakable strength and lasting performance
› Heavy duty brackets that can take up to 130kg
in weight and can be used in all weather
› Measures 113cm wide and extends 40cm from
the wall to provide plenty of room

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

LSS-X1B

TRAINING
EQUIPMENT
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ONE SIZE

WVX-R1U

WVX-R1R

LSS-X1W

› Features a central handle bar plus two leg

› Features a central handle bar plus two leg

› RDX® hyper tech design for a superior weighted

extensions with soft foam rubber grips
› Five hole adjustment system to offer full range of
stretching capabilities
› Made from welded 16 gauge P-Coated™ HGSteel™ for added strength

extensions with soft foam rubber grips
› Five hole adjustment system to offer full range of
stretching capabilities
› Made from welded 16 gauge P-Coated™ HGSteel™ for added strength

vest for crosst, running and more
› Removable weights to adjust from 10-18kg
depending on desired intensity
› Lightly padded with QD-1™ lining for moisture
wicking and dryness

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

ONE SIZE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› RDX® hyper tech design for a superior weighted
vest for crosst, running and more
› Removable weights to adjust from 10-18kg
depending on desired intensity
› Lightly padded with QD-1™ lining for moisture
wicking and dryness
SIZES

10KG

TO

18KG

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

10KG

TO

WEIGHTED

18KG

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM
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WVX-R1GL

WVX-R1GN
› RDX® hyper tech design for a superior weighted

vest for crosst, running and more
› Removable weights to adjust from 10-18kg
depending on desired intensity
› Lightly padded with QD-1™ lining for moisture
wicking and dryness

vest for crosst, running and more
› Removable weights to adjust from 10-18kg
depending on desired intensity
› Lightly padded with QD-1™ lining for moisture
wicking and dryness

SIZES

SIZES

10KG

TO

18KG

WVX-R1P

10KG

SIZES

TO

|

L/XL

|

NEO-K502

NEO-K503B

SIZES

NEO-K501B

increased wrist protection
› Unique R-CL™ technology to wick away
moisture and keep the inner skin dry
› AeroTherm™ technology to remove excess
perspiration and ensure breath ability
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

for Tendinitis, arthritis, bursitis and sprains
› Made using NEO-II™ material for compression
and therapeutic heat retention to relieve pain
› Incorporate Quick-Ez™ Velcro closure for
perfect tting
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

durability
› Hook-and-loop dual straps
› Ergonomic design for full mobility

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

ONE

NEP-K3R

› SBR and Rubberized fabric for ultimate

ONE

› Designed to wrap around the knee and follow
the contours of the area
› Moisture wicking technology to keep the knee
dry.
› Engineered to provide compression and
stabilization.
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

ONE

› Wraparound design provide Level I protection

L/XL

ONE

SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

ONE

SIZES

SIZES

› Dual strap Velcro closure for strong hold
› Mixture of SBR, Nylon, Polyester, and rubber
in the fabric for maximum performance.
› Relief with exclusive heat retention properties.

SIZES

NEP-R2R

› Combination of SBR, Polyester, Rubber, and
Nylon materials for super durability
› Dual straps for tight hold. One size ts all.
› Ergonomic design to t perfect on the elbow
joint area
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

2XL

› Features Sineo™ fabric construction for

S/M |

93

S/M

sprains of the wrist.
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

14KG

NEP-R3R

neoprene and SBR blend ensures durability and
is abrasion resistant
› Fabric wicks moisture absorbing sweat for
comfortable and dry feeling
› Special T5 stitching makes the product
threshold for stretching much more efcient
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM
SIZES

18KG

SIZES

8KG

NEO-E201

› Elbow Support Brace made with exclusive

› SBR fabric for compression and soothing heat
retention.
› Simple wraparound design for easy usage.
› Support for tendinitis, arthritis, bursitis, and

vest for crosst, running and more
› Removable weights to adjust from 8-14kg
depending on desired intensity
› Lightly padded with QD-1™ lining for moisture
wicking and dryness

SIZES

TO

NEO-W101

› RDX® hyper tech design for a superior weighted

WEIGHTED

NEP-E1GN

› RDX® hyper tech design for a superior weighted

SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

SIZES

SIZES

ONE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Intellimem™ technology to help retain and
remember knee shape
› Breathable NEO-II™ material for breathability
and stability
› Rear ex-inset coupled with MMT™ technology
for sweat-wicking and moisture resistance
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

S/M |

L/XL

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

NEOPRENE
SUPPORT
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NEP-KR

SIZES

› Made using Sineo™ material for strength and

resilience
› Incorporate AeroTherm™ moisture-wicking
technology to keep skin dry
› Improved strength with T5™ stitching for
enhanced resilience
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

resilience
› Incorporate AeroTherm™ moisture-wicking
technology to keep skin dry
› Improved strength with T5™ stitching for
enhanced resilience
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

S/M |

L/XL |

SUPPORT
95

L/XL |

neoprene and SBR blend ensures durability and
is abrasion resistant
› Fabric wicks moisture absorbing sweat for
comfortable and dry feeling
› Special T5 stitching makes the product
threshold for stretching much more efcient
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM
SIZES

2XL

NEP-K1GN

S/M

|

L/XL

|

› Triple strap hook-and-loop Velcro closure
› SBR fabric blended with rubber for enhanced
compression
› Heat retention and anti-moisture technology to
maximize comfort.
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

SIZES

2XL

ONE

NEP-S1R

NEP-A2R

› Unique spiral lining to ensure sweat and

› Made using exclusive NEO-II™ material for

› Neoprene compression material hugs the foot

strength and improved resilience
› Comes with AeroTherm™ moisture-resistant
technology to keep the skin dry
› Enhanced strength using the advanced T5™
stitching for improved durability
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

moisture wicking ability
› Anatomically crafted design for perfect
compression to ease calf pain
› Exclusive T5™ stitching for extended resilience
and enhanced support
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

perfect stability and durability
› MMT™ technology removes perspiration while
ensuring breath ability
› Designed for contour t and treated with AMS™ for anti-microbial properties
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

to assist with muscle recovery and foot conformity
› Elastic tting around feet ensures a comfortable
and snug t for efcient support
› The socks are uniquely designed with sole for
efcient grip during footwork training

L/XL |

SIZES

2XL

NEP-E1R

SIZES

S/M |

NEO-A701B

› Anklet Support Brace made with exclusive

› Built with Sineo™ material for enhanced

S/M |

NEOPRENE

SIZES

2XL

NEP-K1R

SIZES

NEP-A2GN

NEP-KU

› Made using Sineo™ material for strength and

S/M |

L/XL |

SIZES

2XL

NEP-K2R

S/M

|

L/XL

|

2XL

NEP-A2G

› Exclusive technology used to build the knee

› Exclusive technology for Neoprene/Silicon

durability
› Incorporate special AeroTherm™ moistureresistant technology for dry skin
› Special T5™ stitching for improved durability
and support
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

support
› Ergonomically designed to follow contours of
body
› Anti-moisture technology
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

Ankle support
› Design to follow contours of ligaments and
tendons
› Heat Retention technology for increased blood
ow and oxygen supply
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

S/M

|

L/XL

|

2XL

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

SIZES

S/M |

L/XL |

2XL

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

S/M |

SMALL

|

MEDIUM

|

LARGE

NEP-A1L

› Made with exclusive Sineo™ material to ensure

SIZES

SIZES

L/XL |

2XL

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

› Aerotherm™ technology in order to remove
excessive sweating and to ensure breath ability
› Unique DotGrip™ architecture at the lower end
for a perfect t and no slipping
› Contour t design with AM-S™ treatment
antimicrobial properties to ensure
SOLD AS SINGLE ITEM

SIZES/SIDES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE

RIGHT

|

LEFT

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

NEOPRENE
SUPPORT
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6: PERFORMANCE & COMBAT APPAREL
COMBAT SHORTS
Boxing Trunks
Fight Shots

#98
#99

COMPRESSION WEAR
Compression Shorts
Compression Shirts
Rash Guards
Sauna Suits
Sports Bags

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

#103
#104
#105
#106
#107

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

BOXING SHORTS
SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

LENGTH

SMALL

26”

-

30”

MEDIUM

30”

-

34”

20.5”
21.5”

LARGE

34”

-

38”

22.5”

X-LARGE

38”

-

42”

23.5”

2X-LARGE

42”

-

46”

24.5”

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

BSS-R2U
› 100% performance fabric Polyester manages moisture build
up and wicks sweat away from the skin promising a comfortable
and dry feeling
› Fit your groin guard or abdominal guard with ease thanks to its
wide traditional boxing design
› T-3 stitching with spiral design spells untearable durability and
unrivaled style
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

BOXING SHORTS
SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

LENGTH

SMALL

26”

-

30”

MEDIUM

30”

-

34”

20.5”
21.5”

LARGE

34”

-

38”

22.5”

X-LARGE

38”

-

42”

23.5”

2X-LARGE

42”

-

46”

24.5”

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

BSS-R1R

FIND COMFORT
IN THE GRIND

› 100% performance fabric Polyester manages moisture build
up and wicks sweat away from the skin promising a comfortable
and dry feeling
› Fit your groin guard or abdominal guard with ease thanks to its
wide traditional boxing design
› T-3 stitching with spiral design spells untearable durability and
unrivaled style
SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

COMBAT

BOXING

SHORTS

TRUNKS
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MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST
30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

MSS-R10R

› Performance Polyester manages moisture by wicking sweat
away from the skin and into its top layer –
› Spandex groin ensures exibility during stretches while
allowing moisture and heat to escape
› T-3 triple stitching ensures career-lasting durability while
retaining a level of body conforming elasticity

bers
› Industry’s nest T-3 stitching offers stubborn resilience that is
unbearable
› 4-way stretch fabric with micro-stretch fabric details intricate
body movements comfortably while encouraging breath ability

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST
30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

31”

MSS-R11R

› Polyester with anti-bacterial treatment and heavy-duty micro

› Performance Polyester manages moisture by wicking sweat
away from the skin and into its top layer –
› Spandex groin ensures exibility during stretches while
allowing moisture and heat to escape
› T-3 triple stitching ensures career-lasting durability while
retaining a level of body conforming elasticity

bers
› Industry’s nest T-3 stitching offers stubborn resilience that is
unbearable
› 4-way stretch fabric with micro-stretch fabric details intricate
body movements comfortably while encouraging breath ability

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST
30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

31”

MSS-R11GN

› Polyester with anti-bacterial treatment and heavy-duty micro

› Performance Polyester manages moisture by wicking sweat
away from the skin and into its top layer –
› Spandex groin ensures exibility during stretches while
allowing moisture and heat to escape
› T-3 triple stitching ensures career-lasting durability while
retaining a level of body conforming elasticity

bers
› Industry’s nest T-3 stitching offers stubborn resilience that is
unbearable
› 4-way stretch fabric with micro-stretch fabric details intricate
body movements comfortably while encouraging breath ability

SIZES

SIZES

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

WAIST

SMALL

MSS-R10U

99

WAIST

SMALL

MSS-R10Y

SHORTS

31”

MSS-R11U

› Polyester with anti-bacterial treatment and heavy-duty micro

FIGHT

WAIST

SMALL

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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FIGHT
SHORTS
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MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST
28”

-

29”

X-SMALL

28”

-

29”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

MSS-R8R

MSS-R5

› Unique four-way stretch design allows for complete freedom of

› Ergonomically-designed with athletic cuts for free mobility
› Quality fabric with anti-microbial and odor-preventing

movement
› High-tech, breathable polyester blend
› Durable construction, with reinforced seams

properties
› Exclusive T3 stitching for higher strength and improved
resilience

SIZES

SIZES

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

WAIST
28”

-

29”

X-SMALL

28”

-

29”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

MSS-R6
› Innovative Fabric for Maximum Flexibility
› T3 stitching for higher strength and endurance
› Anti-microbial and odour-preventing properties

› Unique four-way stretch design allows for complete freedom of
movement
› High-tech, breathable polyester blend
› Durable construction, with reinforced seams

SIZES

SIZES
X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MMA SHORTS

MMA SHORTS

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART
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SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

WAIST

X-SMALL

28”

-

29”

X-SMALL

28”

-

29”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

SMALL

30”

-

31”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

MEDIUM

32”

-

33”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

LARGE

34”

-

35”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

X-LARGE

36”

-

37”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

2X-LARGE

38”

-

39”

MSS-R3

SHORTS

WAIST

X-SMALL

MSS-R9

FIGHT

WAIST

X-SMALL

MSS-R4Y

› Non-slip waistband ensures shorts stay securely in place
› Special T3 stitching for higher endurance and ultimate strength
› Quality fabric with odor-preventing and anti-microbial

› Non-slip waistband ensures shorts stay securely in place
› Special T3 stitching for higher endurance and ultimate strength
› Quality fabric with odor-preventing and anti-microbial

properties

properties

SIZES
X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

FIGHT

SIZES

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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TROUSER

SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

LENGTH

SMALL

25”

-

29”

36”

MEDIUM

28”

-

32”

37.5”

LARGE

30”

-

34”

38.5”

X-LARGE

32”

-

36”

40”

2X-LARGE

36”

-

40”

42”

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

CTR-M2B
› Unique thermal compression technology for
compression trousers that enhance your workout
› Insulated fabric to maintain healthy muscle
temperatures and to prevent soreness after
exercise
› 4-way stretch fabric with anti-microbial
properties to keep your skin free from germs

SIZES

COMPRESSION SHORTS
SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

SMALL

26”

MEDIUM

28”

LARGE

32”

X-LARGE

34”

2X-LARGE

36”

-

LENGTH

30”

17”

-

34”

18”

-

38”

19”

-

40”

20”

-

42”

21”

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

SH-X14B

CSX-14OC

› Multi-direction stretchable Neoprene is durable

› Triple stitching for career-long durability
› Gel groin cup ensures comfort and shock

and breathable
› Anti-microbial properties incorporated through to
AM-S™ treatment of shorts
› Circumferential waist area to allow Pelvic
compression

absorption
› Stretch fabric and elasticated waistband for
freedom of movement

SIZES

SIZES

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

NEOPRENE COMPRESSION SHOTS
SIZE CHART IN INCHES

SIZE CHART

WAIST

LENGTH

SMALL

28”

-

30”

MEDIUM

30”

-

32”

21”

LARGE

32”

-

34”

22”

X-LARGE

34”

-

36”

23”

2X-LARGE

36”

-

40”

24”

20”

*There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

CSH-MOC

CSH-M1B

› SHELL-SHOCK™ gel ensures cup is

› Neoprene base shorts are breathable,

comfortable and impact-resistant
› AM-S™ antimicrobial treatment to keep things
fresh
› Base layer shorts are designed to stimulate
blood ow and regulate temperature

stretchable and highly durable
› AM-S™ antimicrobial treatment to keep things
fresh
› Base layer shorts are designed to stimulate
blood ow and regulate temperature

SIZES

SIZES

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

NCS-1BO
› Warms the waist helping you shed excess water weight
› Improve circulation, facilitates metabolism of the abdominal
› Flat-lock seams an anatomical cut give total freedom of
movement

SIZES
X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

NEOPRENE SWEAT
RASH GUARD

SIZE CHART

WEIGHT

CHEST

MEDIUM

140 - 170lbs

34”

-

38”

LARGE

170 - 200lbs

38”

-

42”

X-LARGE

200 - 230lbs

42”

-

46”

2X-LARGE

230 - 260lbs

46”

-

50”

3X-LARGE

260 - 290lbs

50”

-

54”

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

CSH-MBC

CSX-14BC

› SHELL-SHOCK™ gel ensures cup is

COMPRESSION
CLOTHING
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RGN-X3B
› High performing NEO-II™ neoprene fabric for a durable and
comfortable base layer top
› Anti-rash properties to protect your skin and prevent from
discomfort during training
› High-neck for extra coverage and anatomically designed to
conform to your body perfectly

› Triple stitching for career-long durability
› Gel groin cup ensures comfort and shock

comfortable and impact-resistant
› AM-S™ antimicrobial treatment to keep things
fresh
› Base layer shorts are designed to stimulate
blood ow and regulate temperature

absorption
› Stretch fabric and elasticated waistband for
freedom of movement

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

X-SMALL | SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE | 3X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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NEOPRENE SWEAT
SAUNA SUIT

SIZE CHART

WEIGHT

SAUNA SUIT

CHEST

MEDIUM

140 - 170 lbs

34” - 38”

SIZE CHART

LARGE

170 - 200 lbs

38” - 42”

WAIST

X-LARGE

200 - 230 lbs

42” - 46”

LENGTH

180cm

110cm

112cm

114cm

(2.5cm from
CHEST armhole)

66cm

68cm

70cm

72cm

SLEEVE

58cm

60cm

62cm

64cm

2X-LARGE

230 - 260 lbs

46” - 50”

3X-LARGE

260 - 290 lbs

50” - 54”

L

XL

2XL

32”-33” 34”-35” 36”-37” 38”-40”

LENGTH

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

* Possible tolerance capacity of 0.5” per measurement.

ND-X1B

M

SST-X5B

› Ultra Flex 3mm neoprene fabric for a gym sauna suit that

› Non-hazardous Evalon™ built for improved sturdiness and
over 70% better efciency
› High-quality Zippex™ closure adjusted in the trouser cuff
› Improved Quick-EZ™ Hook-and-Loop in Pullover’s cuff for
adjustability

assists in keeping trim
› Heat trapping system increases sweat output, maintains
muscle temperature and increases circulation
› Front zip closure for ease of use and added security

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE | 3X-LARGE

NEOPRENE SWEAT
SAUNA SUIT

SIZE CHART
MEDIUM

WEIGHT
140 - 170 lbs

SAUNA SUIT

CHEST
34” - 38”

SIZE CHART

LARGE

170 - 200 lbs

38” - 42”

WAIST

X-LARGE

200 - 230 lbs

42” - 46”

LENGTH

2X-LARGE

230 - 260 lbs

46” - 50”

3X-LARGE

260 - 290 lbs

50” - 54”

SLEEVE

ND-X1U

M

L

XL

2XL

29”-31” 32”-33” 34”-35” 36”-37” 38”-40”

(2.5cm from
CHEST armhole)

* Possible tolerance capacity of 0.5” per measurement.

S

LENGTH

105cm

107.5cm

110cm

112.5cm

115cm

57.5cm

60cm

62.5cm

65cm

67.5cm

75cm

77.5cm

80cm

82.5cm

85cm

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

SST-X6BU

› High performing NEO-II™ neoprene fabric for a gym sauna suit

› Super durable Nylon is backed by a thick layer of PU to
encourage perspiration by 20%
› Elasticated cuffs, ankles, waistband and base of jacket ensures
complete trapping of heat with minimum thermal displacement
› Drawstrings in hoodie coupled with jacket helps regulate heat
ventilation

that is durable and resilient
› Anatomical cut that conforms to torso and arms for a
comfortable t
› Heat retention abilities to help boost circulation and maintain
muscle temperature

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE | 3X-LARGE

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

NEOPRENE SWEAT
SAUNA SUIT

SIZE CHART
MEDIUM

WEIGHT
140 - 170 lbs

SAUNA SUIT

CHEST
34” - 38”

SIZE CHART

LARGE

170 - 200 lbs

38” - 42”

WAIST

X-LARGE

200 - 230 lbs

42” - 46”

LENGTH

2X-LARGE

230 - 260 lbs

46” - 50”

3X-LARGE

260 - 290 lbs

50” - 54”

SLEEVE

ND-X1GN

CLOTHING
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XL

2XL

LENGTH

105cm

107.5cm

110cm

112.5cm

115cm

57.5cm

60cm

62.5cm

65cm

67.5cm

75cm

77.5cm

80cm

82.5cm

85cm

SST-X6BR
› Super durable Nylon is backed by a thick layer of PU to
encourage perspiration by 20%
› Elasticated cuffs, ankles, waistband and base of jacket ensures
complete trapping of heat with minimum thermal displacement
› Drawstrings in hoodie coupled with jacket helps regulate heat
ventilation

that is durable and resilient
› Anatomical cut that conforms to torso and arms for a
comfortable t
› Heat retention abilities to help boost circulation and maintain
muscle temperature

SIZES

SIZES

MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE | 3X-LARGE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

L

* There might be tolerance of 0.5” in every measurement.

› High performing NEO-II™ neoprene fabric for a gym sauna suit

COMPRESSION

M

29”-31” 32”-33” 34”-35” 36”-37” 38”-40”

(2.5cm from
CHEST armhole)

* Possible tolerance capacity of 0.5” per measurement.

S

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

SMALL | MEDIUM | LARGE | X-LARGE | 2X-LARGE

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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GKB-R2U

GKB-R4O
› Superior synthetic fabric with low absorbency
and high resilience
› Tarpaulin bottom and sides for water repelling
capabilities to keep your kit dry
› Adjustable chest strap and padded shoulder
straps for comfort and heavy load support

› Superior synthetic construction for a kit bag
with low absorbency
› Abrasion proof design for a tough sports
holdall that will last and last
› Tarpaulin sides and bottom to repel water
keeping your gym kit dry in all weather
SIZES

SIZES

ONE SIZE

ONE SIZE

GKB-R1B
› Nylon, mesh, foam and rubber included
› 23” high and 11'' wide backpack or a dufe bag, front Velcro
pocket and top zipped pocket with two detachable shoulder
straps
› U-shaped zippered main compartment with a sectioned off
shoe compartment, Two side zipped pockets,

SIZES

ONE SIZE

GKB-R3GN

SPORTS

› Superior synthetic construction for a kit bag with low
absorbency
› Abrasion proof design for a tough sports holdall that will last
and last
› Tarpaulin sides and bottom to repel water keeping your gym kit
dry in all weather
SIZES

BAGS
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ONE SIZE

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876
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RDX PREMIUM PACKAGE

RDX CENTRIC EQUIPMENT PACK
5x BOXING GLOVES
10x BAG GLOVES

10x HOOK & JAB PADS

1x HOLDALL/KIT BAG

5x HOOK & JAB PADS
10x BASIC SKIPPING ROPES

CLUB

CLUB

PACKAGE

PACKAGE

109
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RDX CENTRIC ACCESSORIES PACK

RDX CENTRIC FIGHTER STARTER PACK
5x BOXING GLOVES

2x PUNCH BAG BLACK

6x SKIPPING ROPES LEATHER

4x BOXING GLOVES REX F10

2x PUNCH BAG BLACK-5FT

2x SPEED BALL STAND 12 PC

5x HOOK & JAB PADS
2x ULTRA FOLDING WALL BRACKET

1x SPEED DOUBLE END BALL WITH PRO ROPE

CLUB

CLUB

PACKAGE

PACKAGE
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
RDXSports

RDXSports

rdx_sports

rdxincuk

200K+

30K+

13K+

2.8K+

With over 400,000+ audience on various platforms
we're always interacting with our customers by
providing:
News
Live updates and feeds
Competitions
Followers to help grow their enterprise
New products
Special Offers
Customer, gym, or athlete feature

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

Our Heroic Customer care department is the
pride of RDX. Whether it’s a complaint,
general enquiry, exchange or if you’re ringing
in just to catch up, you will ﬁnd nothing but a
group of well-trained individuals equipped
with all the tools needed to rectify your
problem. We have a very simple motto in RDX,
to create Win-Win situations.

Focused on customer centric approach,
welcoming over 1.5 million customers from
150+ countries every year
Round-the-Clock multi-channel service be it
Chat, E-Mail, Phone, or Social Media, our
Super-Human Customer Care Service is there
to help solve your issue in no time

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

If you’re a gym, club, store or distributor
Visit:

We're always looking to partner-up

wholesale.rdxsports.com

with like minded people! Sign your

and instantly enjoy:

Gym or Club through our Trade Portal

Free shipping on small items
Ease of ordering
Tailor made packages with awesome discounts that bump up
your proﬁt margins
Freebies for gym members and sponsorship opportunities
Monthly newsletters with constant service and product
updates
A dedicated account manager
Cross-promotion across platforms with 500,000 audience on
social media
Marketing opportunities for gyms and ﬁghters [subject to
approval from marketing team]

and receive:

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

20% OFF
on all your purchases

FREE Shipping on orders

OVER $150

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

WWW.RDXSPORTS.COM

+1 713 909 3012 | +44 161 660 8876

